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ABSTRACT
Protein structure prediction is one of the most important scientific problems in the
field of bioinformatics and computational biology. The availability of protein three-
dimensional (3D) structure is crucial for studying biological and cellular functions of
proteins. The importance of four major sub-problems in protein structure prediction
have been clearly recognized. Those include, first, protein secondary structure predic-
tion, second, protein fold recognition, third, protein quality assessment, and fourth,
multi-domain assembly. In recent years, deep learning techniques have proved to be a
highly effective machine learning method, which has brought revolutionary advances
in computer vision, speech recognition and bioinformatics.
In this dissertation, five contributions are described. First, DNSS2, a method
for protein secondary structure prediction using one-dimensional deep convolution
network. Second, DeepSF, a method of applying deep convolutional network to classify
protein sequence into one of thousands known folds. Third, CNNQA & DeepRank,
two deep neural network approaches to systematically evaluate the quality of predicted
protein structures and select the most accurate model as the final protein structure
prediction. Fourth, MULTICOM, a protein structure prediction system empowered
by deep learning and protein contact prediction. Finally, SAXSDOM, a data-assisted
method for protein domain assembly using small-angle X-ray scattering data. All the
methods are available as software tools or web servers which are freely available to
the scientific community.
xxi
Chapter 1
Introduction
Three-dimensional (3D) structure information of proteins is vital for studying their
function involved in the cellular processes. The uniquely folded three-dimensional
(3D) conformation (tertiary structure) of a protein is primarily determined by its
amino acid sequence. Over the past decade, the advancement of high-throughput DNA
sequencing technology has drastically reduced the cost and time of genome sequencing
and produced tens of millions of protein sequences [1]. However, determining 3D
protein structure through experimental techniques (i.e., X-ray crystallography, or
NMR spectroscopy) is still time-consuming, labor-intensive and rather expensive,
leaving most proteins without solved structures. The gap between the number of
protein sequences and experimentally determined structures is exponentially enlarged
[2]. Therefore, developing effective and accurate computational tools that can predict
protein structure from its amino acid sequence is one of the most important tasks in
bioinformatics and computational biology.
Computational methods for protein structure prediction can be classified as
template-based and template-free (ab initio). Template-based modeling methods
(TBM) attempt to build the tertiary structure of a target protein by using the known
structures of its homologous proteins as template [3, 4, 5]. It is also known as homology
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modeling or comparative modeling. These methods are able to generate accurate
three-dimensional structures if the homologous proteins with known structures can
be accurately detected and well aligned with a target protein. Otherwise, it cannot
predict the correct structure. Ab initio protein structure prediction is to predict
the 3D structure from protein sequence without using known structures as template.
Fragment-assembly based modeling is one of the representative ab initio methods
for structure prediction [6]. Even though it can predict correct structures for some
small proteins, it often fails to build the structures of medium to large proteins with
complicated topology. Ab initio protein structure prediction has achieved major
breakthroughs in the recent years due to the drastic improvement of the accuracy
of residue-residue contact distance prediction based on the co-evolutionary analysis
and deep learning [7, 8, 9, 10]. The distance-geometry based ab initio modeling using
predicted contact distances as restraints is able to build correct structures of proteins
of large size and with complicated topologies on various benchmarks and the recent
Critical Assessments of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction (CASP) [4, 10, 11].
In addition to model construction by template-based modeling or ab initio modeling,
model quality assessment and model refinement are also two integral parts of a protein
structure prediction system [12, 13, 14].
Figure 1.1 is an overview of our protein structure prediction system [4]. Given a
target protein sequence, our method first generates the multiple sequence alignments
(MSA) by searching the sequence against the non-redundant sequence database to build
sequence profiles (i.e. position specific scoring matrix (PSSM) and hidden Markov
model (HMM)) for protein templates identification [15] and multiple sequence align-
ments for co-evolutionary analysis and two-dimensional(2D) residue-residue contact
predictions at multiple distance thresholds (i.e. 6 A˚, 7.5 A˚, 8 A˚, 8.5 A˚, and 10 A˚) [8].
The sequence profiles are also used to predict several important one-dimensional(1D)
protein features including secondary structure, solvent accessibility and disorder re-
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gions [16, 17]. The profile or sequence of the target was searched against the template
profile/sequence library by a number of sequence alignment tools and classifying
protein sequences into folds using deep learning to identify protein templates whose
structures were known. The sequence alignments between the target and the identified
templates are also used to predict domain boundaries. The regions of the target not
aligned with any significant template are modeled by template-free (ab initio) methods
with contacts (i.e. CONFOLD2, ROSETTA, UniCON3D and FUSION) [6, 10, 18, 19],
and the regions covered by templates are modeled by the multi-template combination
modeling approach [3, 20]. Both the fragment-assembly and distance-geometry based
ab initio modeling methods are used with predicted contacts to make 3D structure
prediction when the target sequence does not have significant templates. A number
of structures (i.e. generally more than 100 structures) are generated from various
target-template alignments produced by a variety of sequence alignment algorithms or
their combinations [21]. Model evaluation plays an important role in protein structure
prediction, which evaluates the quality of a protein model without knowing its true
structure. We use a deep-learning-based quality assessment method to select the
presumably most accurate structural models from all these predicted models. The
structure of the selected model is then refined using the model refinement techniques
[14].
In this dissertation, I mainly focus on my research of applying deep learning and
computational optimization methods for protein structure modeling and model quality
assessment, which are two principal problems in bioinformatics. Five contributions
are described − (a) DNSS2, a method for protein secondary structure prediction using
one-dimensional deep convolution network, (b) DeepSF, a method of applying deep
convolutional network to classify protein sequence into one of thousands known folds,
(c) CNNQA & DeepRank, two deep neural network approaches to systematically
evaluate the quality of predicted protein structures and select the most accurate
3
Figure 1.1: The MULTICOM protein tertiary structure prediction system
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model as the final protein structure prediction, (d) MULTICOM, a protein structure
prediction system empowered by deep learning and protein contact prediction, (e)
SAXSDOM, a data-assisted method for protein domain assembly using small-angle
X-ray scattering data.
Chapter 2 of this dissertation mainly describes the deep learning application in
protein secondary structure prediction. We designed several advanced one-dimensional
deep convolution networks to predict secondary structures (e.g., deep convolutional/
recurrent/residual/memory/fractal/inception networks). The main content is from
the following deposited paper:
Hou, J., Guo, Z., & Cheng, J. (2019). DNSS2: improved ab initio protein
secondary structure prediction using advanced deep learning architectures. bioRxiv,
639021. [22]
Chapter 3 will describe the deep learning application for protein fold recognition.
We developed a new deep-learning-based methods to improve template identification
for hard proteins that have little sequence similarity with known structures. Instead
of using traditional approaches that identify protein pairs with the same fold based
on their pairwise sequence/profile similarities, we utilized the learning power of deep
learning to directly classify the target protein to one of thousands of folds. This
improved the sensitivity of detecting remote homologous proteins that share the same
fold. This chapter is mainly from the content of published paper as follows:
Hou, J., Adhikari, B., & Cheng, J. (2017). DeepSF: deep convolutional neural
network for mapping protein sequences to folds. Bioinformatics, 34(8), 1295-1303.[23]
Chapter 4 describes a novel single-model quality assessment (QA) method CNNQA,
which predicts the absolute local quality of a single protein model based on a deep
one-dimensional convolutional neural network (1DCNN). The main content of this
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chapter is from the following deposited paper:
Hou, J., Cao, R., & Cheng, J. (2019). Deep convolutional neural networks for
predicting the quality of single protein structural models. bioRxiv, 590620.[24]
Chapter 5 describes a new deep-learning-based consensus method (DeepRank) for
protein quality assessment that integrates multiple QA methods and residue−residue
contact predictions for predicting the global quality of models. The method shows a
significant improvement compared to the individual QA methods used to generate
input features and is more consistent in selecting models of better quality. This
method was officially ranked No.1 in ranking protein structural models in the 13th
Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction (CASP13).
In chapter 5, we also describe the method of our protein structure prediction
system (MULTICOM) which is driven by deep learning and contact prediction. The
method was officially ranked 3rd out of all 98 human and server predictors in CASP13
(2018). The main content of this chapter comes from the following publication:
Hou, J., Wu, T., Cao, R., & Cheng, J. (2019). Protein tertiary structure
modeling driven by deep learning and contact distance prediction in CASP13. Proteins:
Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics. [4]
Chapter 6 describes a novel framework of applying machine learning and com-
putational optimization approaches to improve the protein domain assembly by
incorporating experimental restraints from small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data.
The main content is from the following deposited paper:
Hou, J., Adhikari, B., Tanner, J. J., & Cheng, J. (2019). SAXSDom: Modeling
multi-domain protein structures using small-angle X-ray scattering data. bioRxiv,
559617. [25]
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Chapter 2
DNSS2: improved ab initio protein
secondary structure prediction
using advanced deep learning
architectures
2.1 Abstract
Accurate prediction of protein secondary structure (alpha-helix, beta-strand and coil) is
a crucial step for protein inter-residue contact prediction and ab initio tertiary structure
prediction. In a previous study, we developed a deep belief network-based protein sec-
ondary structure method (DNSS1) and successfully advanced the prediction accuracy
beyond 80%. In this work, we developed multiple advanced deep learning architectures
(DNSS2) to further improve secondary structure prediction. The major improve-
ments over the DNSS1 method include (i) designing and integrating six advanced
one-dimensional deep convolutional/recurrent/residual/memory/fractal/inception net-
works to predict secondary structure, and (ii) using more sensitive profile features
inferred from Hidden Markov model (HMM) and multiple sequence alignment (MSA).
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Most of the deep learning architectures are novel for protein secondary structure
prediction. DNSS2 was systematically benchmarked on two independent test datasets
with eight state-of-art tools and consistently ranked as one of the best methods.
Particularly, DNSS2 was tested on the 82 protein targets of 2018 CASP13 experiment
and achieved the best Q3 score of 83.74% and SOV score of 72.46%. DNSS2 is freely
available at: https://github.com/multicom-toolbox/DNSS2.
2.2 Introduction
Three major types of protein secondary structure are alpha-helix (H), beta-strand (E)
and coil state (C) [26], each of which represents the local structure state of an amino
acid in a folded polypeptide chain. The predicted information of protein secondary
structure is useful for many applications in computational biology, such as protein
residue-residue contact prediction [8, 9, 27], protein folding [23, 28, 29], ab-initio
protein structure modeling [6, 10, 30] and protein model quality assessment [31, 32].
For instance, secondary structure prediction was widely utilized in the template-based
structure modeling through threading or comparative modeling on those proteins
that have structurally determined homologs [3, 5, 30], and in ab-initio modeling for
those proteins whose sequences share few sequential similarities with known solved
structures [33, 34].
The progress in protein secondary structure prediction over the past few decades
can be generally summarized from two aspects: the discovery of novel features that
are useful for prediction and the development of effective machine learning algorithms
[35, 36]. The early attempts utilized statistical propensities of single amino acid
observed from known structures to identify secondary structures in proteins [37]. The
subsequent improvements came from the inclusion of sequence evolutionary profile
features inferred from multiple sequence alignment (MSA) such as position-specific
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scoring matrices (PSSM) [16, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. In addition to the PSSM, the Hidden
Markov model (HMM) profiles derived from HHblits [15] was proposed for predicting
protein structural properties [43]. Atchley’s factors were also included in some studies
to capture the similarity between the types of amino acids [44, 45].
Meanwhile, the machine learning algorithms for protein secondary structure pre-
diction also continued to improve. Several early approaches applied shallow neural
networks [46, 47], information theory and Bayesian analysis [48, 49, 50] to secondary
structure prediction. PSIPRED [40] method proposed a two-stage neural network to
predict the secondary structure from the PSI-BLAST sequence profiles. SSpro [42]
used bi-directional recurrent neural networks to capture the long-range interactions
between amino acids. Deep learning techniques recently achieved significant success in
secondary structure prediction [39, 51, 52, 53, 45, 54]. DNSS [45] applied an ensemble
of deep belief networks to predict 3-state secondary structure. SPIDER2 [55] em-
ployed stacked sparse auto-encoder neural networks to predict the several structural
properties iteratively, and this method was further advanced by bidirectional long- and
short-term memory (LSTM) neural networks to capture the long-range interactions
[53]. DeepCNF [54] integrated the convolutional neural networks with conditional
random-field to learn the complex sequence-structure relationship and interdepen-
dence between sequence and secondary structure. Porter 5.0 [56] ensembled seven
bidirectional recurrent neural networks to improve the protein structure prediction.
Assisted with the power of deep learning, the accuracy of 3-state secondary structure
prediction has been successfully improved above 84% [51, 53, 54] on some benchmark
datasets.
In this work, we developed an improved version of our ab initio secondary structure
method using multiple advanced deep learning architectures (DNSS2). Three major
improvements have been made over the original DNSS method. Firstly, besides the
PSSM profile features and Atchley’s factors used in DNSS, we incorporated several
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novel features such as the emission and transition probabilities derived from Hidden
Markov model (HMM) profile [15], and profile probabilities inferred from multiple
sequence alignment (MSA) [16]. All the three new features represent the evolutionary
conservation information for amino acids in sequence. Secondly, we designed and
integrated six types of advanced one-dimensional deep networks for protein secondary
structure prediction, including traditional convolutional neural network (CNN) [57],
recurrent convolutional neural network (RCNN) [58], residual neural network (ResNet)
[59], convolutional residual memory networks (CRMN) [60], fractal networks [61],
and Inception network [62]. The ensemble of six networks from DNSS2 significantly
improved the secondary structure prediction. Finally, DNSS2 was trained on a large
dataset, including 4,872 non-redundant protein structures with less than 25% pairwise
sequence identity and 2.5 A˚ resolution. Our method was extensively tested on the
independent dataset and the latest CASP13 dataset with other state-of-art methods
and delivered the state-of-the-art performance.
2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 Experimental design
In this work, the main objective was to improve the secondary structure prediction by
developing more advanced deep learning architectures and introducing more useful
features. In the process, we have developed a systematic framework to effectively
build deep learning architectures and obtain features to improve secondary structure
prediction. Figure 2.1 provides an overview of our experimental design. Figure
2.1(A) lists the six major steps of designing, training and testing deep learning
architectures. Figure 2.1(B) illustrates the process of creating training and validation
datasets. The key analysis is to design appropriate architectures and investigate if they
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can improve prediction accuracy. Six different deep neural network architectures were
evaluated in the study, including convolutional neural network (CNN) [57], recurrent
convolutional neural network (RCNN) [58], ResNet [59], convolutional recurrent
memory network (CRMN) [60], FractalNet [61], and Inception network [62]. Most of
these architectures were applied to secondary structure prediction for the first time.
The detailed description of each network is included in Section 2.3.4. To ensure a fair
comparison, each network was optimized using the original feature profiles of training
proteins and evaluated on the same validation set of DNSS1. The network that
achieved the best Q3 accuracy was selected to explore the feature space on the profiles
derived from multiple sequence alignments (MSA) generated by PSI-BLAST [38]
and HHblits [15], Atchley factors, and emission/transition probabilities inferred from
the Hidden Markov model (HMM) profile. The optimal feature set was determined
according to the highest Q3 accuracy on the validation datasets. The networks were
then re-trained using the optimal input profiles to obtain the best models.
Since combining predictors generally improved the prediction accuracy, the different
combinations of networks were also evaluated. Finally, after the optimal sets of deep
learning architectures and feature profiles were determined, all networks were re-
trained on the large dataset that was manually curated including the non-redundant
proteins whose structures have been released publicly before 2018. The final networks
were used to predict the secondary structure for the test proteins. The probabilities of
the three states (i.e., helix, sheet, and coil) for each residue predicted by six networks
were averaged to make the final secondary structure prediction. Our method was then
benchmarked with other state-of-art methods on the two independent test datasets.
2.3.2 Datasets and evaluation metric
As described in section 2.3.1, two training datasets were used in our experiment. In
the first stage, the original DNSS dataset [45] that included 1,230 training proteins
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the experimental workflow for improving secondary structure
prediction. (A) Six principal steps are conducted to construct and train deep networks.
The solid box represents an analysis step. The dashed box represents the output from
the previous step. The scroll represents the dataset used in each step. (B) Dataset
generation and filtering process.
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and 195 validation proteins was utilized to investigate whether the deep learning
architectures and novel features can boost the prediction accuracy.
To utilize more data available since DNSS1 was published, a new, larger training
set of DNSS2 was constructed from CullPDB [63] curated on 18 October 2018 (Figure
2.1(B)). The dataset consists of 12,566 proteins that share less than 25% sequence
identity with 2.5 A˚ resolution cutoff and R-factor cutoff 1. The structures of all the
proteins were determined by X-ray crystallography. The dataset was then filtered
by removing proteins with non-standard amino acids, chain-break (i.e., distance of
adjacent Ca-Ca atoms is larger than 4 A˚), and sequence length shorter than 30
or longer than 700 amino acids. Considering all external methods benchmarked
in this work were developed prior to year 2018, the proteins that were released
after Jan 1st, 2018 were extracted as independent test set (DNSS2 TEST). The
resulting set of proteins was further filtered against DNSS2 TEST set using CD-HIT
suite [64] with criteria of 25% sequence identity cutoff and e-value threshold 0.1.
Finally, 5,413 proteins released prior to Jan 1st, 2018 were obtained as our training
set, in which 4,872 proteins were used for network training (DNSS2 TRAIN) and
547 proteins were used for model selection (DNSS2 VAL). In addition, the proteins
of the CASP13 (2018) experiment were collected and the ones with at least 25%
sequence identity with training proteins were removed, which results in a set of
82 test proteins. The proteins were also classified into template-based (TBM) and
free-modeling (FM) targets based on the official CASP definition (CASP 13, 2018,
http://www.predictioncenter.org/casp13/index.cgi). In summary, the final
test set contain 429 proteins from DNSS2 TEST and 82 proteins from CASP13.
We evaluated our secondary structure prediction based on two primary metrics:
Q3 accuracy and Segment Overlap measure (SOV). Q3 score represents the percent of
correctly predicted secondary structure states in a protein. SOV score measures the
similarity between the predicted segments of continuous structure states and those
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in the experimental structure [45, 65]. The Q3 and SOV scores are complementary
with each other for secondary structure evaluation. All training and testing proteins’
structure files were parsed by DSSP program [66] to obtain the real secondary structure
classification for each amino acid for training and evaluation.
2.3.3 Input features
The profile of each amino acid is represented by 21 numbers from PSI-BLAST-based
position specific scoring matrix (PSSM), 20 emission probabilities and 7 transition
probabilities extracted from Hidden Markov Model (HMM) profile, 20 probabilities of
standard amino acid calculated from the multiple sequence alignment (MSA) and 5
numbers derived from Atchley’s factor. These features (73 numbers in total) represent
the evolutionary conservation and physicochemical properties for residues in a protein
sequence.
PSI-BLAST was run to generate multiple sequence alignment and PSSM profile
through searching a sequence against filtered UniProt sequence database at 90%
sequence identity (UniRef90) [67] with three iterations and an e-value cutoff 0.001
(’-evalue .001 -inclusion ethresh .002’). Less stringent threshold was used (’-evalue
10 -inclusion ethresh 10’) in case some proteins did not have homologous sequences
returned. In a PSSM profile, each position is represented by 20 numbers related
to the probabilities for 20 standard amino acids appearing at the position in the
multiple sequence alignment. In addition, the sequence information in the second to
the last column in PSI-BLAST profile is given for each residue. HMM profile was
generated by running three iterations of ’HHblits’ against the uniclust30 database
(version: October 2017) [68]. Two types of probabilities were associated with each
residue in a HMM profile: emission probability and transition probability. Emission
probability represents the probability of a given amino acid occurring at the position in
the multiple sequence alignment. The transition probability represents the probability
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transiting from an alignment state (i.e., match, insertion, and deletion) to another.
Similar to PSSM, the emission frequencies of the 20 standard amino acid for each
residue were reported in the HMM profile, and the probabilities were calculated
according to formula:
pik = 2
(
−Freqik
1000
)
where i is the i-th residue in sequence and k is the k-th standard amino acid. And
the probability is set to 0 if the frequency is denoted as ’*’ in the HMM profile. The
transition probabilities for each amino acid were also derived in the same fashion. In
total, 20 emission probabilities and 7 transition probabilities for each amino acid were
collected to represent the residue conservation inferred from HMM.
Since HHblits was more sensitive to identify distant homologous sequences than
PSI-BLAST, the probability matrix of amino acids was also calculated from the
multiple sequence alignment (MSA) generated by HHblits. The conversion from MSA
to a probability matrix follows the same calculation as SSpro [16].
2.3.4 Deep learning architectures
A widely used deep learning architecture in bioinformatics is deep convolutional neural
networks (CNN). Convolutional neural networks have some distinctive advantages over
the traditional neural networks for the bioinformatics problems in several ways: (1) it
can learn informative representation directly from sequence features without requiring
segmentation (e.g., sliding window) or dimension reduction (e.g., principal component
analysis) techniques; (2) the convolutional network can learn both local and global
features to discover complex patterns; and (3) the architecture is independent of
input size (i.e., length or volume). In this work, we design a standard CNN and five
advanced deep learning architectures based on both convolutional and other useful
operations as in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2(A) illustrates our standard convolutional neural network (CNN) for
secondary structure prediction, consisting of a sequence of convolutional blocks, each
of which contains a convolutional layer, a batch-normalization layer, and an activation
layer. The original input is a L×K vector (X), where L is sequence length and K
is the number of features per residue position in the sequence. For each convolution
block, the feature maps are obtained after the convolution operation is applied by
multiplying the weight matrices (called filters, W ) with a window of local features
on the previous input layer and adding bias vectors (b) according to the formula:
X l+1 = W l+1 ∗X l + bl+1, where l is the layer number. The batch normalization layer
is added to obtain a Gaussian normalization of convolved features coming out of each
convolutional layer. Then an activation function such as rectified linear function (i.e.,
ReLU) is applied to extract non-linear patterns of the normalized hidden features.
To avoid overfitting, regularization approaches such as dropout [69] can be applied
in the hidden layers. The final output node (also a filter) in the output cell uses the
softmax function to classify the input of each residue position from its previous layer
into one of three secondary structure states. The output is a L× 3 vector, holding
the predicted probability of three secondary structure states for each of L positions in
a sequence. The final optimal CNN architecture includes 6 convolutional blocks, in
which the filter size (window size) for each convolutional layer is 6, and the number of
filters (feature maps) in each convolution layer is 40.
The residual network (ResNet) was designed to make traditional convolutional
neural network deeper without gradient vanishing. The architecture constructs many
residual blocks and stacked up them to form a deeper network, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.2(B). In each residual block, the input X l is fed into a few convolutional
layers to obtain the non-linear transformation output G(X l+1). In order to make
the network deeper, an extra skip connection (i.e., short-cut) is added to copy the
input X l to the output of non-linear transformation layer, where X(l+1)∗ can be
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represented as X(l+1)∗ = X l +G(X l+1) before applying another ReLU non-linearity.
This process makes neural network deeper by adding shortcuts to facilitate gradient
back-propagation during training and achieve better performance. The residual blocks
with different configuration can be stacked to achieve higher accuracy. For instance,
the final best architecture in DNSS2 is made up of 13 residual blocks, each of which
includes 3 convolutional layers with filter size 1, 3, 1 respectively. The first three
residual blocks used 37 filters to learn features, while the middle four blocks used
74 filters for each convolution layer, and the last six residual blocks used 148 filters.
In total, 39 convolutional layers are included in the final residual network. In the
network, the dropout and batch normalization were also added to prevent network
from overfitting.
Inception network is an advanced architecture for building deeper networks by
repeating a bunch of inception modules, as shown in Figure 2.2(C). Instead of
trying to determine the best values for certain hyper-parameters (i.e., number of
filter size, number of layers, inclusion of pooling layer), inception network proposes to
concatenate outputs of hidden layers with different configuration through an inception
module and trains the network to learn patterns from the combination of diverse
hyper-parameters. Despite its high computation cost, inception network has performed
remarkably well in many applications [51, 62]. For secondary structure prediction, a
combination of three filter sizes 1×K, 3×K and 5×K was applied to convolve feature
input, where K is the number of original input features for each residue position. The
concatenation of the convolution outputs is fed into an activation layer for non-linear
activation calculation. This kind of inception module is repeated to make a deeper
network. After the parameter tuning, the optimal inception network is comprised of
three inception blocks with 24 convolution layers included.
In addition, we designed three more deep learning architectures: recurrent con-
volutional neural network (RCNN) [58], convolutional residual memory networks
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(CRMN) [60], and fractal network for secondary structure prediction. The recurrent
convolutional neural network (RCNN) was designed to model sequential dependency
hidden inside the sequential features ( Figure 2.2(D)), It firstly extracts the higher-
level feature maps by a convolution block, and then uses a recurrent neural network
(i.e., bi-directional Long-Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network) for modeling the
inter-dependence among the convolved features. Such a recurrent convolutional block
with 4 convolutional layers included is repeated 5 times to build a deep recurrent
convolutional neural network for secondary structure prediction in this work. The
CRMN network augmented the architectures by integrating convolutional residual
networks with LSTM ( Figure 2.2(E)) (e.g., 2 residual blocks and 2 LSTM in the
network). Both methods advanced the convolutional neural network by introducing
the memory mechanisms of recurrent neural network (RNN). Moreover, inspired
by ResNet and Inception Network, we built a Fractal network stacking up different
number of convolution blocks in both parallel and hierarchical fashion by adding
several shortcut paths to connect lower-level layers and higher-level layers, as shown in
Figure 2.2(F). After tuning, the fractal network was assembled with 16 convolution
layers for one fractal block.
2.3.5 Training and evaluation procedure
Deeper networks with complex architectures are generally difficult to train effectively
due to the high-dimensional hyper-parameter space. To obtain good performance on
specific feature sets within a reasonable amount of time for each deep network, we
developed an efficient heuristic random sampling approach for model hyperparameter
optimization. Specifically, based on the several trials on network training, we first
determined heuristically a reasonable range for each type of the network hyperparam-
eters, including the number of filters from 20 to 50, the number of convolution blocks
from 3 to 7, and the filter size from 3 to 7. For each subsequent trial, the values
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Figure 2.2: Six deep learning architectures: (A) CNN, (B) ResNet, (C) InceptionNet,
(D) RCNN, (E) CRNN, (F) FractalNet for secondary structure prediction. L: sequence
length; K: number of features per position.
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of hyper-parameters were randomly sampled from their specified range and the Q3
accuracy of the network on the validation dataset under the specific parameter combi-
nation was assessed. For each deep network, the best parameter set was determined
after 100 trials were evaluated. We found that using the random sampling technique
was able to generate better models in most cases and was also more efficient than the
traditional grid search or greedy search.
The performance of different deep architectures and different feature profiles
on the secondary structure prediction were rigorously examined using the training
and validation set from original DNSS method. After the parameters and input
features were determined, we trained each deep network on the latest curated dataset
(DNSS2 TRAIN) and selected best models using the Q3 accuracy on the independent
validation dataset (DNSS2 VAL). We used the Keras library (http://keras.io/)
along with Tensorflow as a backend to train all networks. The performance of DNSS2
was evaluated on the two independent datasets and compared with a variety of the
state-of-art secondary structure prediction tools, including SSpro5.2 [16], PSSpred
[70], MUFOLD-SS [51], DeepCNF [54], PSIPRED [71], SPIDER3 [53], Porter 5 [56]
and our previous method DNSS1 [45]. All the methods were assessed according to the
Q3 and SOV scores on each dataset.
2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Benchmarking different deep architectures of DNSS2
with DNSS1
The first evaluation was to investigate whether the new deep architectures networks
(DNSS2) outperform the deep belief network (DNSS1) for the secondary structure
prediction. In order to fairly compare them, we trained and validated the six deep
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networks on the original input features of the same 1,230 training and 195 validation
proteins used to train and test DNSS1. Table 2.1 compares the Q3 and Sov scores
of DNSS1 and DNSS2 architectures on the validation set. The results show that five
out of six new advanced deep networks (RCNN, ResNet, CRMN, FractalNet, and
InceptionNet) except the standard CNN network obtain higher Q3 scores than the
deep belief network that used in DNSS1. InceptionNet worked best among individual
deep architectures. The ensemble of the six deep architectures (DNSS2) achieved the
highest Q3 score of 83.04%, better than all the six individual deep architectures and
79.1% Q3 score of DNSS1.
Method Q3(%) Sov(%)
DNSS1 79.1 72.38
DNSS2 CNN 77.86 68.42
DNSS2 RCNN 79.87 72.34
DNSS2 ResNet 79.61 69.94
DNSS2 CRMN 79.32 69.21
DNSS2 FractalNet 79.85 72.82
DNSS2 InceptionNet 80.68 72.74
DNSS2 83.04 72.74
Table 2.1: Performance of the six different deep architectures and their ensemble on the
DNSS1 validation dataset. DNSS2 represents the ensemble of six deep architectures
(CNN, RCNN, ResNet, CRMN, FractalNet and InceptionNet).
2.4.2 Impact of different input features
After the best deep learning architecture (i.e., InceptionNet) was determined, it was
utilized to examine the impact of the different input features including PSSM, Atchley
factor (FAC), Emission probabilities (Em), Transition probabilities (Tr), and amino
acids probabilities from HHblits alignments (HHblitsMSA). In this analysis, the protein
sequence databases required for alignment generation were updated to latest and all
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the input features for DNSS1 datasets were regenerated. Specifically, the Uniref90
database that was released at October 2018 was used to generate PSSM profiles by
PSI-BLAST, and the latest version of Uniclust30 database (October 2017) was used
to generate HMM profiles by HHblits. The Inception network was then trained on the
1,230 proteins using the combination of five kinds of features. We tested six feature
combinations shown in Table 2.2. Hyper-parameter optimization was applied to
obtain the best model on each feature combination. Table 2.2 shows the performance
of different input feature combinations with the inception network on the validation
dataset of 195 proteins. Adding the emission profile inferred from HMM model on top
of PSSM and Atchley factor features increased the Q3 score from 79.81% to 82.31%.
Integrating all the five kinds of features will yield the highest Q3 score (i.e., 82.72%)
and Sov score (75.89%).
The performance of the six deep architectures and their ensemble on the latest
features (the combination of all five kinds of features) of the DNSS1 validation dataset
was also reported in Table 2.3. All six architectures were re-trained on the 1,230
proteins and evaluated on the validation dataset. Compared to the results in Table
2.1, the prediction accuracy of all the networks on the validation set was improved.
The Q3 and SOV scores of the ensemble (DNSS2) were increased to 83.84% and 75.5%,
respectively. The results indicate that the update of the protein sequence databases
helps improve prediction accuracy.
2.4.3 Comparison of DNSS2 with eight state-of-the-art tools
on two independent test datasets
DNSS2 was compared with eight state-of-art methods including SSPro5.2, DNSS1,
PSSpred, MUFOLD-SS, DeepCNF, PSIPRED, SPIDER3, and Porter 5 on the
DNSS2 TEST dataset. The test dataset contains non-redundant proteins released
after Jan 1st, 2018. All the tools were downloaded and configured based on their
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Rank Feature Name Q3(%) SOV(%)
1 PSSM + FAC + Em + Tr + HHblitsMSA 82.72 75.89
2 PSSM + FAC + Em + Tr 82.36 76.03
3 PSSM + FAC + Em 82.31 74.15
4 PSSM + FAC + HHblitMSA 81.98 74.67
5 PSSM + FAC + Tr 80.13 71.61
6 PSSM + FAC 79.81 71.43
Table 2.2: Performance of different input feature combinations on the validation dataset
of 195 proteins. PSSM, FAC, Em, Tr, HHblitsMSA denote five kinds of features:
PSSM, Atchley factor, Emission probabilities, Transition probabilities, amino acid
probabilities from HHblits alignments.
Method Q3(%) Sov(%)
DNSS2 CNN 80.29 72.1
DNSS2 RCNN 81.83 73.97
DNSS2 ResNet 81.53 73.71
DNSS2 CRMN 81.91 73.37
DNSS2 FractalNet 82.02 73.8
DNSS2 InceptionNet 82.74 75.3
DNSS2 83.84 75.5
Table 2.3: Performance of the six different deep learning architectures (CNN, RCNN,
ResNet, CRMN, FractalNet, and InceptionNet) and their ensemble (DNSS2) on DNSS1
validation dataset and the updated protein sequence database.
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instructions. The sequence databases that the tools require were updated to the latest
version.
The Q3 score of each tool on the test dataset was reported in Table 2.4. In
general, DNSS2 is comparable to the two predictors (Porter 5 and SPIDER3) on this
dataset and outperforms the other six methods. Specifically, DNSS2 achieved a Q3
accuracy of 85.02% and SOV accuracy of 76.01% on the DNSS2 TEST dataset, which
was significantly better than DNSS 1.0 on the DNSS2 test dataset with p-value equal
to 2.2E-16.
In addition to the DNSS2 test dataset, we also compared these methods on the
82 protein targets of 2018 CASP13 experiment, which share less than 25% sequence
identity with the training proteins of DNSS2. Both template-based (TBM) and free-
modeling (FM) protein targets were used to evaluate the methods and the results are
summarized in the Table 2.5. Consistent with the performance on the DNSS2 test
dataset shown in Table 2.4, DNSS2, SPIDER3 and Porter 5 performed best, while
DNSS2 achieved slightly better performance than SPIDER3 and Porter 5. Figure
2.3 plots the distribution of the Q3 scores for all CASP13 targets obtained by DNSS2
and the other eight methods. In general, the distribution of DNSS2 consistently shifts
to higher Q3 score compared with other methods, even though the distribution of
DNSS2 largely overlaps with that of SPIDER3 and Porter 5.
Table 2.6 summarized the confusion matrix of predictions of three kinds of
secondary structures (helix, sheet, coil) by DNSS2 on the CASP13 dataset. DNSS2
yields the highest accuracy for helical prediction (87.91%), followed by the coil
prediction (80.21%) and the sheet prediction (76.45%). The prediction errors between
helix, sheet, and coil was also reported. The error rate of misclassifying helix as sheet
is the lowest (0.57%) and sheet as coil is the highest (22.46%).
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Method Q3 (%) SOV (%)
SSPro5.2 79.26 70.78
PSSpred 81.86 71.65
MUFOLD 81.85 73.56
DeepCNF 82.85 70.57
PSIPRED 83.94 74.49
SPIDER3 85.34 77.61
Porter 5 85.07 76.79
DNSS1 80.14 73.63
DNSS2 85.02 76.01
Table 2.4: Q3 scores of 9 secondary structure prediction methods on DNSS2 test
dataset. Three methods (SPIDER3, Porter5, DNSS2) have Q3 score higher than 85%.
Method
All TBM FM
Q3
(%)
SOV
(%)
Q3
(%)
SOV
(%)
Q3
(%)
SOV
(%)
SSPro5.2 76.73 69.94 78.16 71.32 76.12 70.88
PSSpred 78.8 67.85 81.32 72.11 76.99 64.55
MUFOLD 79.58 71.74 79.71 74.13 79.8 70.79
DeepCNF 80.24 69.5 82.34 73.68 78.36 65.55
PSIPRED 80.7 72 83.67 76.72 78.41 68.14
SPIDER3 81.73 74.39 84.84 78.31 78.89 71.1
Porter5 82.07 74.61 84.79 78.98 79.42 70.3
DNSS1 77.06 70.4 79.48 73.58 75.46 68.79
DNSS2 82.2 73.03 85.37 76.98 79.82 70.56
Table 2.5: Comparison of methods on the CASP13 dataset in terms of all CASP13
targets, template-based targets, and template-free targets.
C pred E pred H pred
Coil (C) 80.21% 9.51% 10.28%
Sheet (E) 22.46% 76.45% 1.10%
Helix (H) 11.52% 0.57% 87.91%
Table 2.6: Confusion matrix of helix, sheet and coil predicted by DNSS2 on CASP13
dataset.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of the distribution of Q3 scores of eight existing methods and
that of DNSS2 on all CASP13 targets.
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2.4.4 Conclusion
In this work, we developed several advanced deep learning architectures and their
ensemble to improve secondary structure prediction. We investigated six advanced deep
learning architectures and five kinds of input features on secondary structure prediction.
Several deep learning architectures such as inception network, fractal network, and
recurrent convolutional memory network are novel for protein secondary structure
prediction and performed better than the deep belief network. The performance of the
deep learning method is comparable to or better than seven external state-of-the-art
methods on the two independent test datasets. Our experiment also demonstrated
that emission/transition probabilities extracted from hidden Markov model profiles
are useful for secondary structure prediction.
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Chapter 3
DeepSF: deep convolutional neural
network for mapping protein
sequences to folds
3.1 Abstract
Protein fold recognition is an important problem in structural bioinformatics. Almost
all traditional fold recognition methods use sequence (homology) comparison to
indirectly predict the fold of a target protein based on the fold of a template protein
with known structure, which cannot explain the relationship between sequence and
fold. Only a few methods had been developed to classify protein sequences into a
small number of folds due to methodological limitations, which are not generally
useful in practice. We develop a deep 1D-convolution neural network (DeepSF) to
directly classify any protein sequence into one of 1,195 known folds, which is useful for
both fold recognition and the study of sequence-structure relationship. Different from
traditional sequence alignment (comparison) based methods, our method automatically
extracts fold-related features from a protein sequence of any length and maps it to the
fold space. We train and test our method on the datasets curated from SCOP1.75,
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yielding an average classification accuracy of 75.3%. On the independent testing
dataset curated from SCOP2.06, the classification accuracy is 73.0%. We compare
our method with a top profile-profile alignment method - HHSearch on hard template-
based and template-free modeling targets of CASP9-12 in terms of fold recognition
accuracy. The accuracy of our method is 12.63%-26.32% higher than HHSearch on
template-free modeling targets and 3.39%-17.09% higher on hard template-based
modeling targets for top 1, 5, and 10 predicted folds. The hidden features extracted
from sequence by our method is robust against sequence mutation, insertion, deletion
and truncation, and can be used for other protein pattern recognition problems such as
protein clustering, comparison and ranking. The web server of the method is available
at: http://iris.rnet.missouri.edu/DeepSF/. The supplemental material can be
found at: https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btx780
3.2 Introduction
Protein folding reveals the evolutionary process between the protein amino acid se-
quence and its atomic tertiary structure [72]. Folds represent the main characteristics
of protein structures, which describe the unique arrangement of secondary struc-
ture elements in the infinite conformation space [73, 74]. Several fold classification
databases such as SCOP [74], CATH [75], FSSP [76], ECOD [77] have been developed
to summarize the structural relationship between proteins. With the substantial
investment in protein structure determination in the past decades, the number of
experimentally determined protein structures has substantially increased to more than
100,000 in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [2, 74]. However, due to the conservation of
protein structures, the number of unique folds has been rather stable. For example,
the SCOP 1.75 curated in 2009 has 1,195 unique folds, whereas SCOP 2.06 only has
26 more folds identified from the recent PDB [78]. Generally, determining the folds of
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a protein can be accomplished by comparing its structure with those of other proteins
whose folds are known. However, because the structures of most (>99%) proteins are
not known, the development of sequence-based computational fold detection method
is necessary and essential to automatically assign proteins into fold. And identifying
protein homologs sharing the same fold is a crucial step for computational protein
structure predictions [79, 80] and protein function prediction [81].
Sequence-based methods for protein fold recognition can be summarized into two
categories: (1) sequence alignment methods and (2) machine learning methods. The
sequence alignment methods [82, 83] align the sequence of a target protein against
the sequences of template proteins whose folds are known to generate alignment
scores. If the score between a target and a template is significantly higher than that
of two random sequences, the fold of the template is considered to be the fold of the
target. In order to improve the sensitivity of detecting remote homologous sequences
that share the same fold, sequence alignment methods were extended to align the
profiles of two proteins. Profile-sequence alignment methods [38] and profile-profile
alignment methods based hidden Markov model (HMM) [80] or Markov random fields
(MRFs) [84] are more sensitive in recognize proteins that have the same fold, but little
sequence similarity, than sequence-sequence alignment methods. Despite the success,
the sequence alignment methods are essentially an indirect fold recognition approach
that transfers the fold of the nearest sequence neighbors to a target protein, which
cannot explain the sequence-structure relationship of the protein.
Machine learning methods have been developed to directly classify proteins into
different fold categories [85, 86, 87, 88]. Multi-layer perception and support vector
machine have been used to construct a single classifier to recognize fold pattern in an
early work [85]. Ensemble classifiers were proposed to improve fold recognition [89].
In order to better use sequence features, kernel-based learning was designed to classify
protein folds [86]. A recent ensemble-based method combined template-based search
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and support vector machine classification to recognize protein folds [90]. However,
because traditional machine learning methods cannot classify data into a large number
of categories (e.g., thousands of folds), these methods can only classify proteins into a
small number (e.g., dozens) of pre-selected fold categories, which cannot be generally
applied to predict the fold of an arbitrary protein and therefore is not practically
useful for protein structure prediction. To work around the problem, another kind of
machine learning methods [91, 92, 79] converts a multi-fold classification problem into
a binary classification problem to predict if a target protein and a template protein
share the same fold based on their pairwise similarity features, which is still an indirect
approach that cannot directly explain how a protein sequence is mapped to one of
thousands of folds in the fold space.
In this work, we utilize the enormous learning power of deep learning to directly
classify any protein into one of 1,195 known folds. Deep learning techniques have
achieved significant success in computer vision, speech recognition and natural language
processing [93, 57]. The application of deep learning in bioinformatics has also gained
the traction since 2012. Deep belief networks [94] were developed to predict protein
residue-residue contacts. Recently a deep residual convolutional neural network was
designed to further improve the accuracy of contact prediction [9]. Deep learning
methods have also been applied to predict protein secondary structures [45, 54] and
identify protein pairs that have the same fold [79, 84].
Here, we design a one-dimensional (1D) deep convolution neural network method
(DeepSF) to classify proteins of variable-length into all 1,195 known folds defined in
SCOP 1.75 database. DeepSF can directly extract hidden features from any protein
sequence of any length through convolution transformation, and then classify it into
one of thousands of folds accurately. The method is the first method that can map all
protein sequences in the sequence space directly into all the folds in the fold space
without relying on pairwise sequence comparison (alignment). The hidden fold-related
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features generated from sequences can be used to measure the similarity between
proteins, cluster proteins, and select template proteins for tertiary structure prediction.
We rigorously evaluated our method on three test datasets: new proteins in SCOP
2.06 database, template-based targets in the past CASP experiments, and template-
free targets in the past CASP experiments. Our method (DeepSF) is more sensitive
than a state-of-the-art profile-profile alignment method - HHSearch in predicting the
fold of a protein, and it is also much faster than HHSearch because it directly classifies
a protein into folds without searching a template database. We also demonstrate that
the hidden features extracted from protein sequences by DeepSF is robust against
residue mutation, insertion, deletion and truncation. To generalize the application
of our method, we also applied our deep convolutional neural network to classify
proteins based on ECOD domain classification database [77], which focuses on distant
evolutionary relationships between proteins.
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Training, validation and test datasets
The main dataset that we used for training, validation and test was downloaded from
the SCOP 1.75 genetic domain sequence subsets with less than 95% pairwise identity
released in 2009. The protein sequences for each SCOP domain were cleaned according
to the observed residues in the atomic structures [74]. The dataset contains 16,712
proteins covering 7 major structural classes with total 1,195 identified folds. The
number of proteins in each fold is very uneven, with 5% (i.e., 61/1,195) folds each
having > 50 proteins, 26% (i.e., 314/1,195) folds each having 6 to 50 proteins, and
69% (820/1,195) each having ≤ 5 proteins, making it challenging to train a classifier
accurately predicting all the folds, especially small folds with few protein sequences.
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The proteins in all 1,195 folds have sequence length ranging from 9 to 1,419 (Figure
3.1(a)), and most of them have length in the range of 9 to 600 (Figure 3.1(b)).
In order to remove the homologous sequence redundancy between test datasets and
training datasets, we adopted two different strategies for homology reduction: three-
level redundancy removal at fold/superfamily/family levels and sequence identity
reduction. The three-level redundancy removal started with fold-level reduction that
split proteins into a fold-level training dataset and a fold-level test dataset based on
superfamilies, i.e., no proteins from the same superfamily will be included in both
training and test datasets. The fold-level training dataset was split into a superfamily-
level training dataset and a superfamily-level test dataset based on families, i.e., no
proteins from the same family existed in both the training and test datasets. Finally,
the superfamily-level training dataset was split into a family-level training dataset and
a family level test dataset by sampling 80% of proteins in the same family for training
and using the remaining 20% for test. After the three-level reduction, the 80% of
proteins sampled from the fold-level, superfamily-level, and family-level test datasets,
respectively, were combined into one test dataset. The remaining 20 percent of proteins
from the fold-level, superfamily-level, and family-level test datasets were combined a
validation dataset. We further removed the proteins in the validation dataset whose
E-value of sequence similarity with proteins in the training dataset is less than ”1e-4”.
More detailed description about three-level homology removal and how to tune hyper
parameters on the validation dataset can found in Section 1.1 in the supplemental
document. The distribution of E-value of best hits for proteins in the validation and
test datasets in terms of family, superfamily and fold level is shown in Figure S7 in
the supplemental document (https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btx780).
The three-level test datasets can validate the performance of the method at fold,
superfamily, and family level on SCOP 1.75 database, respectively.
In order to validate the performance on two independent datasets: SCOP 2.06 and
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CASP dataset, the SCOP 1.75 dataset with less than or equal to 95% sequence identity
was split into a training dataset and a validation set according 8/2 ratio for each
fold. The validation dataset was further filtered to at most 70%, 40%, 25% pairwise
similarity with the training dataset according to the sequence identity reduction (see
details for sequence similarity reduction in Section 1.2 in the supplemental document).
Independent SCOP 2.06 test dataset
In order to independently test the performance of our method, we collected the protein
sequences in the latest SCOP 2.06 [78], but not in SCOP 1.75. The sequences with
similarity greater than 40% with SCOP 1.75 dataset were further removed. And the
remaining proteins were filtered to less than or equal to 25% pairwise similarity with
e-value cutoff ”1e-4” by CD-Hit suite [64]. The parameter setting for CD-HIT is
described in Section 8.1 in the supplementary document. Finally, this independent
SCOP test dataset contains 2,533 domains, covering 550 folds, which were split
into three sub test datasets (37 proteins in the fold-level test dataset, 1,754 in the
superfamily level test dataset, and 742 in the family-level test dataset).
Independent CASP test dataset
Besides classifying the proteins with known folds in the SCOP, we tested our methods
on a protein dataset consisting of template-free and template-based targets used in
the 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th Critical Assessments of Structure Prediction (CASP)
experiments from 2010 to 2016 [95, 96]. These are new proteins available after SCOP
1.75 was created in 2009. The complete CASP dataset contains 431 domains. The
sequences in the CASP dataset with sequence identity > 10% against the SCOP
training dataset are removed. To assign the folds to these CASP targets, we compare
each CASP target against all domains in SCOP 1.75 using the structural similarity
metric - TM-score [97]. Based on the evaluation of domains from each fold, referred
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Figure 3.1: (a) The percentage of accumulated folds against length of proteins in the
SCOP 1.75 dataset. In this plot, all the proteins with length less than 1,419 contains
all 1,195 folds. (b) The distribution of the number of domains versus length of proteins
in the SCOP 1.75 dataset. The proteins in SCOP 1.75 dataset with sequence similarity
at most 95% have sequence length ranging from 9 to 1,419.
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to supplemental Section 2 (https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btx780), if
a CASP target has TM-score above 0.5 with a SCOP domain, with 0.67 percentage
alignment and RMSD < 3.57, suggesting they have the same fold, the fold of the SCOP
domain is transferred to the CASP target [98]. If the CASP target does not have the
same fold with any SCOP domain, it is removed from the dataset. After preprocessing,
the dataset has 184 protein targets with fold assignment, which include 95 template-
free (FM) or seemly template-free (FM/TBM) targets and 88 template-based (TBM)
targets, where the categories of targets were defined by CASP experiments [96].
3.3.2 Input feature generation and label assignment
We generated four kinds of input features representing the (1) sequence, (2) profile, (3)
predicted secondary structure, and (4) predicted solvent accessibility of each protein.
Each residue in a sequence is represented as a 20-dimension zero-one vector in which
only the value at the residue index is marked as 1 and all others are marked as 0.
The position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) for each sequence is calculated by using
PSI-BLAST to search the sequence against the ’nr90’ database. The 20 numbers in
the PSSM corresponding to each position in the protein sequence is used as features
to represent the profile of amino acids at the position. We predicted 3-class secondary
structure (Helix, Strand, Loop) and two-class solvent accessibility (Exposed, Buried)
for each protein sequence using SCRATCH [16]. The secondary structure of each
position is represented by 3 binary numbers with one of them as 1, indicating which
secondary structure it is. Similarly, the solvent accessibility at each position is denoted
by two binary numbers. In total, each position of a protein sequence is represented
by a vector of 45 numbers. The whole protein is encoded by L × 45 numbers. It
is worth noting that these input features have been used in protein fold recognition.
[86, 79, 90]. Each sequence is assigned to a pre-defined fold index in the range of 0 ∼
1,194 denoting its fold according to SCOP 1.75 definition, which is the class label of
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the protein.
3.3.3 Deep convolutional neural network for fold classifica-
tion
The architecture of the deep convolutional neural network for mapping protein se-
quences to folds (DeepSF) is shown in Figure 3.2. It contains 15 layers including
input layer, 10 convolutional layers, one K-max pooling layer, one flattening layer, one
fully-connected hidden layer and an output layer. The softmax function is applied
to the nodes in the output layer to predict the probability of 1,195 folds. The input
layer has L × 45 input numbers representing the positional information of a protein
sequence of variable length L. Each of 10 filters in the first convolution layer is applied
to the windows in the input layer to generate L × 1 hidden features (feature map)
through the convolution operation, batch-normalization and non-linear transformation
of its inputs with the rectified-linear unit (ReLU) activation function [57], resulting
10 × L hidden features. Different window sizes (i.e., filter size) in the 1D convolution
layer are tested and finally two window sizes (6 and 10) are chosen, which are close to
the average length of beta-sheet and alpha-helix in a protein. The hidden features
generated by 10 filters with two window sizes (i.e., 10 × L × 2) in the first convolution
layer are as input to be transformed by the second convolution layer in the same way.
The depth of convolution layers is set to 10. Inspired by the work [99], the K-max
pooling layer is added to transform the hidden features of variable length in the last
convolution layer to the fixed number of features, where K is set to 30. That is the 30
highest values (30 most active features) of each L × 1 feature map generated by a
filter with a window size are extracted and combined. The extracted features learned
from both window sizes (i.e., 6, 10) are merged into one single vector consisting of
10 × 30 × 2 numbers, which is fed into a fully-connected hidden layer consisting of
with 500 nodes. These nodes are fully connected to 1,195 nodes in the output layer to
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predict the probability of 1,195 folds. The node in the output layer uses the softmax
activation function. To prevent the over-fitting, the dropout [69] technique is applied
in the hidden layer (i.e., the 14th layer in Figure 3.2).
3.3.4 Model training and validation
We trained the one-dimensional deep convolutional neural network (DeepSF) on
variable-length sequences in 1,195 folds. Considering the proteins in the training
dataset have very different length of up to 1,419 residues, we split the proteins into
multiple mini-batches (bins) based on fixed-length interval (bin size). The proteins
in the same bin have similar length in a specific range. The zero-padding is applied
to the sequences whose length is smaller than the maximum length in the bin. All
the mini-batches are trained for 100 epochs, and the proteins in each bin are used to
train for a small number of epochs (i.e., 3 epochs for bin with size of 15) in order to
avoid over-training on the proteins in a specific bin. We evaluated the performance
of different bin sizes (see the Result section 3.4) to choose a good bin size. The
DeepSF with different parameters is trained on the training dataset with less than or
equal to 95% pairwise similarity, and is then evaluated on the validation sets with
different sequence similarity levels (95%, 70%, 40%, 25%) or at three hierarchical levels
(family/superfamily/fold) with the training dataset. The model with the best average
accuracy on the validation datasets is selected as final model for further testing and
evaluation. A video demonstrating how DeepSF learns to classify a protein into a
correct fold during training is available http://iris.rnet.missouri.edu/DeepSF/.
3.3.5 Model evaluation and benchmarking
We tested our method on the two independent test datasets: SCOP 2.06 and CASP
dataset (see Section 3.3.1). Since the number of proteins in different folds are extremely
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unbalanced, we split the 1,195 folds into three groups based on the number of proteins
within each fold (i.e., small, medium, large). A fold is defined as ’small’ if the number
of proteins in the fold is less than 5, ’medium’ if the number of proteins is in the range
between 6 and 50, and ’large’ if the number of proteins is larger than 50. We evaluated
DeepSF on the proteins of all folds and those of each category in the test dataset
separately. We compared DeepSF with the baseline majority-assignment method,
which assigns the most frequent folds to the test proteins. Moreover, we compared
DeepSF with a state-of-the-art profile-profile alignment method - HHSearch and
PSI-BLAST on the CASP dataset based on top1, top5, top10 predictions, respectively.
3.3.6 Hidden fold-related feature extraction and template
ranking
The outputs of the 14th layer of DeepSF (the hidden layer in fully connected layers)
used to predict the folds can be considered as the hidden, fold-related features of an
input protein, referred to as SF-Feature. The hidden features bridges between the
protein sequence space and the protein fold space as the embedded word features
connect a natural language sentence to its semantic meaning in natural language
processing. Therefore, the hidden features extracted for proteins by DeepSF can
be used to assess the similarity between proteins and can be used to rank template
proteins for a target protein.
In our experiment, we evaluated the following four different distance (or similarity)
metrics to measure the similarity between the fold-related features:
(1) Euclidean distance
Euclid−D : (Q, T ) =
√
ΣNi=1(Qi − Ti)2 (3.1)
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(2) Manhattan distance:
Manh−D : (Q, T ) = ΣNi=1|Qi − Ti| (3.2)
(3) Pearson’s Correlation score:
Corr −D : (Q, T ) = log(1− Corr(Q, T )) (3.3)
(4) KL-Divergence:
KL−D : (Q, T ) = ΣNi=1(Qilog
Qi
Ti
+ Tilog
Ti
Qi
) (3.4)
where Q, T is the SF-feature for query protein and template protein.
We randomly sampled 5 folds from the training dataset and sampled at most 100
proteins from the 5 folds to test the four metrics above. We use hierarchical clustering
to cluster the proteins into 5 clusters, where the distance between any two proteins
is calculated from their fold-related feature vectors by the four metrics, respectively.
This process is repeated 1,000 times and the accuracy of clustering based on the four
distance metrics are calculated and compared (see Results Section 3.4). To select the
best template for a target protein, the fold-related features of the target protein is
compared with those of the proteins in the fold that the target protein is predicted to
belong to. The templates in the fold are ranked in terms of their distance with the
target protein.
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3.4 Results and discussion
3.4.1 Training and validation on SCOP 1.75 dataset
We trained the deep convolutional neural network (DeepSF) on SCOP 1.75 dataset
in the mini-batch mode, where the proteins in each mini-batch (bin) have similar
length. We evaluated the effects of different bin sizes: 500, 200, 50, 30, 15 and size
ranging from 1 to 15. The classification accuracy on the validation dataset with
different bin sizes for each epoch of training is shown in Figure 3.3. Bin size of
15 has the fastest convergence and highest accuracy on both training (see Figure
3.3(a)) and validation datasets (see Figure 3.3(b) and Figure 3.4), and therefore
is chosen taking accuracy and running time into account. For the test dataset of
SCOP 1.75, we evaluated the performance of DeepSF at family, superfamily and fold
level against training datasets. As shown in Table 3.1, at the family level, DeepSF
achieves the accuracy of 76.18% for top prediction, which is worse than a standard
sequence alignment method - PSI-BLAST. At the superfamily level, for top 1 (or
top 5) prediction, the accuracy of DeepSF is 50.71% (or 77.67%), which is much
higher than 42.20% (or 51.40%) of PSI-BLAST. At the fold level, for top 1 (or top
5) prediction, the accuracy of DeepSF is 40.95% (or 70.47%), which is many times
better than 5.60% (or 11.60%) of PSI-BLAST. It is worth noting that the accuracy
of PSI-BLAST is calculated based on the top folds from the ranked templates. The
results show that DeepSF recognizes folds much better than PSI-BLAST for hard
cases when sequence identify is very low.
On the validation datasets whose redundancy is reduced to at most 95%, 70%, 40%
and 25% sequence similarity with the training dataset, DeepSF achieves the accuracy
of 80.4% (or 93.7%) for top 1 (or top 5) predictions at the 95% similarity level. The
average accuracy on all the four validation datasets (95%/70%/40%/25%) is 75.3%
(or 90.9%) for top 1 (or top 5) predictions. The detailed results on these validation
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datasets are reported in Table 3.2.
Figure 3.3: (a). The classification accuracy of training dataset against the number of
training epochs for 5 different bin size. (b). The classification accuracy of validation
dataset against the number of training epochs for 5 different bin size.
3.4.2 Performance on SCOP 2.06 dataset
We evaluated DeepSF on the independent SCOP 2.06 dataset, which contains 2,533
proteins belonging to 550 folds. 60 folds with 1,326 proteins are considered as ”Large”
fold, 249 folds with 898 proteins as ”Medium” fold and 241 folds with 307 proteins as
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Figure 3.4: The effects of bin size between 1 and 15 on the model training. Accuracy
was calculated based on the sequence identity reduction based dataset from SCOP
1.75. Training process was repeated and visualized as points. The averaged accuracy
on the validation dataset based on each bin size was annotated.
Level Methods Top1 Top5 Top10
Family DeepSF 76.18% 94.50% 97.56%
(1,272 proteins) PSI-BLAST 96.80% 97.40% 97.60%
Superfamily DeepSF 50.71% 77.67% 77.67%
(1,254 proteins) PSI-BLAST 42.20% 51.40% 54.60%
Fold DeepSF 40.95% 70.47% 82.45%
(718 proteins) PSI-BLAST 5.60% 11.60% 16.20%
Table 3.1: The prediction accuracy at family/superfamily/fold levels for top 1, top 5,
and top 10 predictions of DeepSF and PSI-BLAST, on SCOP 1.75 test dataset
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ID < 95% ID < 70% ID < 40% ID < 25% Average
Top 1 80.40% 78.20% 75.80% 66.90% 75.30%
Top 5 93.70% 92.40% 90.00% 87.60% 90.90%
Top 10 96.20% 95.40% 93.60% 92.10% 94.30%
Table 3.2: The prediction accuracy on four validation sets with different sequence
similarity to training dataset for top 1, top 5, and top 10 predictions.
”Small” fold. The classification accuracy of DeepSF on all the folds and each kind of
fold is reported in Table 3.3. The accuracy on the entire dataset is 73.0% and 90.25%
for top 1 prediction and top 5 predictions, respectively. The model also achieves
accuracy of 79.64%, 74.16% and 67.93% for top 1 prediction on ”Large”, ”Medium”,
and ”Small” folds, respectively. The higher accuracy on larger folds suggests that
more training data in a fold leads to the better prediction accuracy. The classification
accuracy of DeepSF on SCOP 2.06 dataset at family, superfamily and fold level against
training dataset is reported in Table 3.4.
DeepSF Top1 Top5 Top10
SCOP2.06 dataset 73.00% 90.25% 94.51%
”Large” folds 79.64% 94.87% 97.81%
”Medium” folds 74.16% 75.61% 76.06%
”Small” folds 67.93% 86.86% 94.74%
Table 3.3: The accuracy of DeepSF on SCOP 2.06 dataset and its subsets
3.4.3 Performance on CASP dataset
We evaluated our method on the CASP dataset, including 95 template-free proteins
and 88 template-based proteins. We compared our method with the two widely used
alignment methods (HHSearch and PSI-BLAST). Our method predicts the fold for
each CASP target from its sequence directly. HHSearch and PSI-BLAST search each
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Type Methods Top1 Top5 Top10
Family DeepSF 75.87% 91.77% 95.14%
(742 proteins) PSI-BLAST 82.20% 84.50% 85.30%
Superfamily DeepSF 72.23% 90.08% 94.70%
(1,754 proteins) PSI-BLAST 86.90% 88.40% 89.30%
Fold DeepSF 51.35% 67.57% 72.97%
(37 proteins) PSI-BLAST 18.90% 35.10% 35.10%
Table 3.4: The prediction accuracy at family/superfamily/fold level for top 1, top 5,
and top 10 predictions, on SCOP 2.06 test dataset.
CASP target against the proteins in the training dataset to find the homologs to
recognize its fold, where the accuracy of PSI-BLAST/HHSearch is calculated based
on the top ranked folds from the identified templates.
As shown in the Table 3.5 and Table 3.6, DeepSF achieved better accuracy on
both template-based targets and template-free targets than HHSearch, PSI-BLAST in
all situations. On the template-based targets that have little similarity with training
proteins, the accuracy of DeepSF for top 1, 5, 10 predictions are 46.59%, 73.86%,
84.09% (see Table 3.5), which is 3.39%, 12.46%, 17.09% higher than HHSearch. And
interestingly, the consensus ranking of HHSearch and DeepSF (Cons HH DeepSF) is
better than both DeepSF and HHSearch, particularly for top 1 prediction, suggesting
that the two methods are complementary on template-based targets. Because CASP
targets has very low sequence similarity (<10%) with the training dataset, which is
difficult for profile-sequence alignment methods to recognize, PSI-BLAST has the
lowest prediction accuracy. On the hardest template-free targets that presumably
have no sequence similarity with the training dataset, the accuracy of DeepSF for
top 1, 5 and 10 predictions are 24.21%, 51.58%, and 70.53% (see Table 3.6), 12.63%,
16.84% and 26.32% higher than HHSearch that performs better than PSI-BLAST.
The consensus (Cons HH DeepSF) of DeepSF and HHSearch is only slightly better
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than DeepSF, which is different from its effect on template-based modeling targets.
Method Top1 Top5 Top10
DeepSF 46.59% 73.86% 84.09%
HHSearch 43.20% 61.40% 67.00%
Cons HH DeepSF 59.10% 77.30% 85.20%
PSI-BLAST 15.90% 31.80% 47.70%
Table 3.5: The performance of the methods on 88 template-based proteins in the
CASP dataset
Method Top1 Top5 Top10
DeepSF 24.21% 51.58% 70.53%
HHSearch 11.58% 34.74% 44.21%
Cons HH DeepSF 23.16% 56.84% 70.53%
PSI-BLAST 8.42% 15.79% 32.63%
Table 3.6: The performance of the methods on 95 template-free proteins in the CASP
dataset
3.4.4 Evaluation of four distance metrics for comparing fold-
related hidden features
We evaluated the four distance metrics by using hierarchical clustering to cluster
proteins with known folds based on their hidden fold-related features (see Method
Section 3.3.6). The boxplot in Figure 3.5(a) shows the clustering accuracy of 4
different distance metrics. While Euclid-D, Manh-D and Corr-D achieve accuracy of
86.3%, 80.4%, and 88.0%, KL-D performs the best with accuracy of 89.3%. Figure
3.5(b) shows an example that using KL-D as distance metric to cluster the fold-level
features of proteins in five SCOP2.06 folds that are randomly sampled. The proteins
are perfectly clustered into 5 groups with the same folds. The visualized heat map
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(Figure 3.5(b)) shows that proteins in the same cluster (fold) has the similar hidden
feature values.
3.4.5 Fold-classification assisted protein structure prediction
Since applying a distance metric such as KL-D to the fold-related hidden features
of two proteins can be used to measure their structural similarity, we explored the
possibility of using it to rank template proteins for a target protein to assist tertiary
structure prediction. Using the DeepSF model, we can generate fold-related features
(SF-features) for any protein in a template protein database. In our experiment, we
use DeepSF to generate SF-features for all the proteins in the training dataset as
the template database. Given a target protein, we first extracted its SF-features and
predicted the top 5 folds for it. We selected top 5 folds because top 5 predictions
generally provided the high accuracy of fold prediction. Then we collected the template
proteins that belong to the predicted top 5 folds and compare their SF-features with
that of the target protein using KL-D metric. The templates are then ranked by
KL-D scores from smallest to largest, and the top ranked 10 templates are selected
to build the protein structures for the target proteins [100]. This method contrasts
with the approach of HHSearch, where the target sequence is searched against the
template database, and the top ranked 10 templates with smallest e-value are selected
as candidate templates for protein structure prediction.
After the templates are detected by DeepSF or HHSearch, the sequence alignment
between the target protein and each template are generated using HHalign [80]. Each
alignment and its corresponding template structure are fed into Modeller [5] to build
the tertiary structures. The predicted structural model with highest TMscore among
all the models generated by top templates is selected for comparison. The quality of
best predicted models from DeepSF and HHSearch is evaluated against the native
structure in terms of TM-score and RMSD [97].
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Figure 3.5: (a) The accuracy of 4 distance metrics in clustering proteins based on
fold-related features. The clustering accuracy is average over 1000 clustering processes.
(b) A hierarchical clustering of proteins from 5 folds in the SCOP 2.06 dataset using
KL-D as metric. Each row in the heat map visualizes a vector of fold-related hidden
features of a protein. The feature vectors of the proteins of the same fold are similar
and clustered into the same group.
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Here, we mainly evaluated template ranking and protein structure prediction on
the 95 template-free CASP targets assuming that our method is more useful for
detecting structural similarity for hard targets without sequence similarity with known
templates. Table 3.7 reports the average, min, max and standard deviation (std) of
TMscore of the best models predicted for 95 template-free targets by DeepSF and
HHSearch. DeepSF achieved a higher average TMscore (0.27) than that (0.25) of
HHSearch. And the p-value of the difference using Wilcoxon paired test is 0.019.
Figure 3.6(b) shows an example on which DeepSF performed well. T0862-D1 is
a template-free target in CASP 12, which contains multiple helices. DeepSF firstly
classifies T0862-D1 into fold ’a.7’ with probability 0.77 which is a 3-helix bundle. And
among the top 10 ranked templates with smallest KL-D score in the fold ’a.7’, the
domain ’d1wr0a1’ (SCOP id: a.7.14.1) was used to generate the best structural model
with TMscore = 0.54 and RMSD = 4.6 Angstrom. In contrast, among the top 10
predicted structural models from HHSearch, the best model was constructed from a
segment (residues 5-93) of a large template ’d1cb8a1’ (SCOP id: a.102.3.2), which has
TMscore of 0.30 and RMSD of 8.2.
Methods
TM-score
Min Max Mean Std
DeepSF 0.15 0.54 0.27 0.07
HHSearch 0.11 0.52 0.25 0.08
Table 3.7: Accuracy of protein structure predictions on 95 template-free targets.
3.4.6 Robustness of fold-related features against sequence
mutation, insertion, deletion and truncation
In the evolutionary process of proteins, amino acid insertion, deletion or mutations
mostly modifies protein sequences without changing the structural fold. Protein
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Figure 3.6: Tertiary structure prediction for CASP12 target T0862-D1 based on
templates identified by DeepSF and HHSearch. (a) DeepSF predictions: a top
template, five predicted folds and the supposition between the best model and the
template structure; (b) HHSearch predictions: top template, and superposition of the
best model and the template structure.
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truncation that shortens the protein sequences at either N-terminal or C-terminal
sometimes still retains the structural fold [101]. A good method of extracting fold-
related features from sequences should capture the consistent patterns despite of the
evolutionary changes. Therefore, we simulated these four residue changes to check
if the fold-related features extract from protein sequences by DeepSF are robust
against mutation, insertion, deletion and even truncation. To analyze the effects of
mutation, insertion, and deletion, we selected some proteins that have 100 residues,
and randomly selected the positions for insertion, deletion, or substitution with one
or more residues randomly sampled from 20 standard amino acids. And at most
20 residues in total are deleted from or inserted into sequences. Each change was
repeated 50 times, and the exactly same sequences were removed after sampling. For
example, for domain ’d1lk3h2’ we generated 44 sequences with at least one residue
deleted, and 44 sequences with at least one residue insertion, and 18 sequences with
at least one residue mutation. The SF-Features for these mutated sequences are
generated and compared to the SF-Feature of the original wild-type sequence. We also
randomly sampled 500 sequences with length in the range of 80 to 120 residues from
the SCOP 1.75 dataset as control, and compare their SF-features with those of the
original sequence. The distribution of KL-D divergences between the SF features of
these sequences and the original sequence are shown in Figure 3.7. The divergence
of the sequences with mutations, insertions, and deletions from the original sequence
is much smaller than that of random sequences. The p-value of difference according
to Wilcoxon rank sum test is < 2.2e-16. The same analysis is applied to the other
two proteins: ’d1foka3’ and ’d1ipaa2’, and the same phenomena has been observed
(see Figure 3.8). The results suggest that the feature extraction of DeepSF is robust
against the perturbation of sequences.
For the truncation analysis, we simulated residue truncations on C-terminus of
4,188 proteins in the SCOP 2.06 datasets (identity 40% against SCOP1.75) by letting
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DeepSF read each protein’s sequence from N-terminal to C-terminal to predict its
fold. DeepSF needs to read 67.1% of the original sequences from N- to C-terminal
on average in order to predict the same fold as using the entire sequences. This may
suggest that the feature extraction is robust against the truncation of residues at
C-terminal. A video demonstrating how DeepSF reads a protein sequence from N- to
C-terminal to predict fold is available at http://iris.rnet.missouri.edu/DeepSF/.
Figure 3.7: The KL-D divergences of fold-related features of 106 modified sequences
of protein ’d1lk3h2’ from the wild-type sequence (red dots) and those of 500 random
sequences from the wild-type sequence (blue dots).
3.4.7 Generalization of deep convolutional neural network
for family classification on SCOP database and fold
classification on ECOD database
We generalized our method to the family level classification involving 3,901 families
in the SCOP1.75 database. On the test dataset, the prediction was 61.21% (or
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Figure 3.8: (a). The KL-D divergences of fold-related features of 102 modified
sequences of protein ’d1foka3’ from the wild-type sequence (red dots) and those of 500
random sequences from the wild-type sequence (blue dots). We generated 46 sequences
with at least one residue deleted, and 40 sequences with at least one residue insertion,
and 16 sequences with at least one residue mutation. (b). The KL-D divergences of
fold-related features of 106 modified sequences of protein ’d1ipaa2’ from the wild-type
sequence (red dots) and those of 500 random sequences from the wild-type sequence
(blue dots). We generated 45 sequences with at least one residue deleted, and 41
sequences with at least one residue insertion, and 20 sequences with at least one
residue mutation.
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79.42%) for top1 (or top 5) prediction. Detailed results are described in the Section
3 in the supplementary document (https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/
btx780). Moreover, we trained our method on the ECOD database [77], which
is a hierarchical domain classification data-base based on the distant evolutionary
relationships between proteins. We designed two architectures to classify 2,186 possible
homologous groups (sharing similar structure but lack a convincing argument for
homology) with an accuracy of 50.95% (or 78.23%) for top 1 (or top 5) prediction
and 3,459 homologous groups with an accuracy of 47.46% (or 71.52%) for top 1 (or
top 5) prediction. The detailed analysis of the results is reported in Section 4 in the
supplementary document (https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btx780).
3.4.8 Feature importance analysis for fold classification
In this study, four kinds of sequence and structure features were generated to represent
the protein sequence. It is worth analyzing the importance of the four features to
the fold classification. The input features of proteins from total 15 different feature
combination sets were fed into 1D-convolutional neural network for fold classification,
and the classification accuracy were evaluated. The results are summarized in the
Figure 3.9. Secondary structure information make most significant contribution
to the fold classification with at least 6.48% higher accuracy in top 1 predictions
compared to the rest three features. And including all 4 features will lead to best
performance. Due to the significant effect of secondary structure features, we also
analyzed how different quality of predicted secondary structure will influence the fold
prediction, which is useful in real practice. In this study, we generated predicted
secondary structure by SCRATCH [16], DeepCNF [102], DNSS [45], and PSIPRED
[71], which were used for fold classification in CASP dataset. The quality of predicted
secondary structures (Q3, SOV) were calculated based on that in the native structure.
More details are described in the section S7 in the supplementary file (https://doi.
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org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btx780).
Figure 3.9: The feature importance analysis on fold classification. Accuracy was
calculated based on the sequence identity reduction based dataset from SCOP 1.75.
Training process was repeated and visualized as points. The averaged accuracy on the
validation dataset based on each feature set was annotated.
3.5 Conclusion
We presented a deep convolution neural network to directly classify a protein sequence
into one of all 1,195 folds defined in SCOP 1.75. To our knowledge, this is the
first system that can directly classify proteins from the sequence space to the entire
fold space rather accurately without using sequence comparison. Our method can
automatically extract a set of fold-related hidden features from protein sequence of any
length by deep convolution, which is different from previous machine learning methods
relying on a window of fixed size or human expertise for feature extraction. The
automatically extracted features are robust against sequence perturbation and can be
used for various protein data analysis such as protein comparison, clustering, template
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ranking and structure prediction. And on the independent test datasets, our method
is more accurate in recognizing folds of target proteins that have little or no sequence
similarity with the proteins having known structures than widely used profile-profile
alignment methods. Moreover, our method of directly assigning a protein sequence
to a fold is not only complementary with traditional sequence-alignment methods
based on pairwise comparison, but also provides a new way to study the protein
sequence-structure relationship.
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Chapter 4
Deep convolutional neural
networks for predicting the quality
of single protein structural models
4.1 Abstract
Predicting the global quality and local (residual-specific) quality of a single protein
structural model is important for protein structure prediction and application. In this
work, we developed a deep one-dimensional convolutional neural network (1DCNN)
that predicts the absolute local quality of a single protein model as well as two 1DCNNs
to predict both local and global quality simultaneously through a novel multi-task
learning framework. The networks accept sequential and structural features (i.e., amino
acid sequence, agreement of secondary structure and solvent accessibilities, residual
disorder properties and Rosetta energies) of a protein model of any size as input to
predict its quality, which is different from existing methods using a fixed number of
hand-crafted features as input. Our three methods (InteractQA-net, JointQA-net
and LocalQA-net) were trained on the structural models of the single-domain protein
targets of CASP8, 9, 10 and evaluated on the models of CASP11 and CASP12 targets.
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The results show that the performance of our deep learning methods is comparable to
the state-of-the-art quality assessment methods. Our study also demonstrates that
combining local and global quality predictions together improves the global quality
prediction accuracy. The source code and executable of our methods are available at:
https://github.com/multicom-toolbox/CNNQA.
4.2 Introduction
In the past few decades, protein structure prediction had achieved significant progress
on both template-based modeling and template-free modeling [18, 103, 104, 105, 23,
106, 3]. As a quality control step of modeling, protein model quality assessment (QA)
plays an important role in selecting most accurate models among a massive number
of decoys generated by protein structure modeling methods. There are two kinds of
model quality assessment methods: local quality assessment [107, 108, 109, 110, 111]
and global quality assessment [13, 31, 32, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 109, 117, 118]. Local
QA methods attempt to predict the spatial deviation of each residue in a model from
the native structure (e.g., the absolute distance between the position of Ca atom of a
residue in a model and that in the native structure), while global QA methods aim
to predict the overall similarity (e.g., GDT-TS score [119]) between a model and its
native structure. One kind of QA methods require a pool of models as input, which are
often called consensus (or multi-model) methods [115, 120, 121, 122]. Consensus QA
methods evaluate a protein model by comparing it against the other models in the pool
and calculating the average structural similarity as an indicator of the quality. Another
kind of QA method only takes a single model as input to predict its quality, which are
called single-model QA methods. These methods utilize the sequence and structural
information of a single model itself to assess its quality. Consensus QA methods
usually achieve good performance if a significant portion of models in the model pool
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are of good quality. However, it tends to fail if most models are of poor quality and is
time-consuming if the size of the model pool is large. In contrast, the performance
of single-model QA methods can be more consistent and more independent of the
distribution of model quality in a pool because it predicts the quality of a model using
only the information about itself. This is particularly useful if there are very few good
models in a large model pool, which often happens in template-free protein structure
prediction.
Recent top-ranked single-model QA methods generally start with generating
structure-related features from a model followed by applying machine learning methods
to estimate its local or global quality score. Several features have been proved to be
effective, such as sequence/profile alignment, predicted secondary structure and solvent
accessibility of residues [108], residue-residue contact potential [112], torsion angle
of main chain [123], physicochemical properties [113], and energy-based environment
of residues and models [113, 110, 32]. Methods such as support vector machine
[108, 124, 32], neural network [31], and linear combination [13, 12] are commonly
used for quality estimation. Many top QA methods have been largely tested and
assessed in the Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction
(CASP) [107]. ProQ2 [109] had the good performance on local quality assessment by
using machine learning on the features including secondary structure, surface area,
contacts information and so on, and its new version ProQ3 [32] that added Rosetta
energies as features further improved quality assessment. DeepQA [31] integrated
energy-based potential scores with other structural information (i.e., RWplus [125],
OPUS [126] and DFIRE [127]) derived from structures and improved the global
quality prediction. Qprob [113] combined structural/sequence features, including
energy and physicochemical properties of a model, to evaluate its quality. All the
methods predict local or global quality separately. No methods tried to predict both
quality measurements at the same time, even though some methods derived the global
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score converted from predicted local quality score of residues [108, 128]. Moreover,
traditional machine learning based quality assessment methods used a fixed-size sliding
window approach to estimate the local deviation of each residue, in which the features
of neighboring residues within a window of a specific size (e.g., 5, 11 and 21 residues)
that is centered on a target residue are combined by machine learning approaches to
predict the local quality of the residue. Recently, deep learning techniques that can
handle input of varied size have achieved significant success in the bioinformatics field
[31, 129, 79]. Especially, the application of deep convolutional neural network (CNN)
[8, 23, 9] (e.g., 1DCNN for sequential data and 2DCNN for image-like inputs) has
achieved the promising performance and becomes one of the best machine learning
methods for solving bioinformatics problems [8, 23, 9]. The convolutional neural
networks can learn longer-range sequential and structural information from the input
features of arbitrary length, which cannot be utilized traditional sliding window
approaches.
In this study, we designed novel deep convolutional networks to predict the local
and global quality of a protein model consisting of any number of residues, leveraging
their capability of handling input of any length. Furthermore, we used a novel multi-
task learning framework to study whether global and local quality predictions can
synergistically interact to improve prediction performance. Specifically, we developed
three novel single-model predictors, InteractQA-net, JointQA-net and LocalQA-net,
which use sequence information, structural features, residue-specific Rosetta energies,
and other energy scores as input to predict local quality or both global and local quality
of a model. We also combined the three predictors to further improve prediction
accuracy.
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4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Datasets
The dataset for training and validation was downloaded from the 8th, 9th and
10th Critical Assessments of Structure Prediction (CASP) experiments (http://
predictioncenter.org/), consisting of the models for 322 protein targets whose
native structures were officially released. The targets with multiple-domains were
removed from dataset because using only single-domain models to train the methods
worked better (see the Results and Discussions Section for details), and the remaining
protein models for single-domain targets were used for training and validation, leading
to 48,574 structural models for 236 single-domain targets. Specifically, the final dataset
contains 15,022 models of 82 CASP8 targets, 19,926 models of 87 CASP9 targets, and
13,626 models of 67 CASP10 targets.
The 236 targets were randomly split into the two sets according to the 80% / 20%
ratio. The models of 80% targets were used for training and the rest for validation
and parameter tuning. Specifically, the final training dataset contains 38,832 models
and the validation dataset contains 9,742 models. The independent test datasets
include the models of all the single-domain and multi-domain targets of CASP11 and
CASP12 experiments. Specifically, 14,076 models of 84 CASP11 targets and 6,008
models from 40 CASP12 targets whose native structure were released to date were
included into the test dataset. The true local and global quality scores of the models
in the datasets above were obtained by comparing them with the corresponding
native structures. The local quality and global scores predicted by other CASP
QA methods for the models were downloaded directly from CASP data repository
(http://predictioncenter.org/) for comparison with our methods.
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4.3.2 Feature Extraction
Our one-dimensional deep convolutional networks (1DCNN) take the following residue-
wise raw features and several global features as input, which include (1) amino acid
encoding of each residue, (2) position specific scoring matrix (PSSM) profile of each
residue derived from the multiple sequence alignment of the protein, (3) predicted
secondary structure of each residue, (4) predicted solvent accessibility of each residue,
(5) predicted disorder state of each residue, (6) the agreement between the secondary
structure of each residue in the model and the predicted one and, (7) the agreement
of solvent accessibility of each residue in the model and the predicted one, (8) Rosetta
energies of each residue as in the ProQ3 [32], which is calculated from Van der Waals,
side-chains, Hydrogen bonds, and Backbone information, and (9) six global knowledge-
based potentials or features of the entire model produced by ModelEvaluator [118],
Dope [117], RWplus [125], Qprob [113], GOAP [130], and Surface score . The amino
acid encoding is a vector of 20 binary numbers where the value at the index of the
residue index is labeled as 1, otherwise as 0. The PSSM profile is generated by
PSI-BLAST [38] searching the sequence against ’nr90’ sequence database. SSPro
[16] was run to generate the predicted secondary structure and solvent accessibility
for each residue in the model. The disorder state of each residue was predicted by
PreDisorder [17]. The features of a model of L residues are stored in a vector of length
L. Each element of the vector contains all the local features of each residue as well as
several global features, which is the input for the deep convolutional neural network.
We used LGA structural alignment tool [131] to measure the local residue-wise
distance error and global structural similarity score between models and their native
structures. The local distance error is defined by the distance deviation of each residue
in a model and in the native structure after superimposing them together, while the
global similarity score is defined by the GDT-TS score [132] - the average percent of
residues in the model that are close to their positions in the native structure according
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to several thresholds. We used a function S-function c applied in the previous studies
[108, 109] to scale the local distance deviation of residues into the range of [0,1], where
d is the distance deviation of a residue between model and native structure, and d0 is
set to 3.0A˚. Lower a distance, higher is the S score. d and S can be converted back
and forth.
4.3.3 Deep convolutional neural network for protein model
quality prediction
We designed three architectures of deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) for
predicting the residue-wise local quality of a protein model and investigating the
effect of global quality prediction on the local quality prediction. Our first network
(LocalQA-net) is designed for local quality prediction using 1D convolutional neural
networks, as shown in Figure 4.1. The network has one input layer for each protein
structure of any length, multiple hidden convolutional layers and one output layer to
predict final residual qualities of the same size. In the hidden convolutional layers, the
”rectified-linear unit (ReLU)” activation function [133] and batch normalization [134]
were applied during training. Our second network (InteractQA-net) consists of two
sub-networks for local quality and global quality prediction separately and a common
convolutional sub-network of extracting features from the input layer that are shared
by the former two, as shown in Figure 4.2. On top of the common convolutional sub-
network, the sub-network for predicting local quality, referred to as LocalQA-net, has
one convolutional output layer with a sigmoid activation function to predict the local
quality score for each residue in a model, resulting in L scores for a model of length L.
The sub-network for the global quality prediction, referred to as GlobalQA-net, shares
the same common network as LocalQA-net, followed by one K-max pooling layer [99]
(default K=30), one standard fully connected layer (default 50 hidden nodes), and
one single output node to predict the global quality score of an input model. Given a
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protein model, the InteractQA-net first optimized the weights of LocalQA-net and
the common sub-network based on local quality scores. Then the shared weights
in the convolutional layers were transferred to GlobalQA-net and both the shared
weights and the weights of GlobalQA-net were optimized by global quality scores.
After the weights were updated by training on GlobalQA-net, the shared weights were
transferred back to LocalQA-net for further optimization. These steps iterated until
training converged or the maximum number of iterations was reached. The network
was optimized by the Nesterov Adam (nadam) [135] method with Mean Square Error
(MSE) as loss function. In order to optimize the performance, we adjusted three main
hyper-parameters of convolutional layers during training, including (1) the depth of
the network (from 5 to 10), (2) the filter size of the filters in the convolutional layer
(from 5 to 10), and (3) the number of filters in each convolutional layer (from 5 to 20).
The c (referred as ASE) [136], a standard measure used in CASP to assess the accuracy
of local quality prediction, for each parameter setting on the validation was calculated.
ASE is the averaged absolute difference of predicted quality score and real quality
score of each residue in a model. ASE is defined as 100 ∗ (1− 1
ΣNi=1|S(ei)−S(di)|
), which is
(1 - the average difference of predicted residue quality (S(di)) and real residue quality
(S(ei))) times 100. The higher ASE score, more accurate is the local quality prediction.
The parameter setting yielding higher ASE was preferred. Each convolutional layer
applies the batch-normalization and uses the rectified-linear unit (ReLU) activation
function to convert its activation into its output.
In addition to the architecture above, we also designed another architecture called
’JointQA-net’ to integrate global quality prediction with local quality prediction, as
shown in Figure 4.3. The common sub-network and the sub-network for local quality
prediction in JointQA-net are the same as InteractQA-net. But JointQA-net has a
much simpler sub-network for global quality prediction, which has only one single
output node to predict global quality scores. Moreover, instead of alternately training
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networks using local quality scores and global similarity scores as ’InteractQA-net’,
JointQA-net predicts both quality scores simultaneously in its output layer in order
to optimize all the weights in the network at the same time. Finally, in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of incorporating global quality predictions into local quality
learning, both InteractQA-net and JointQA-net were compared to the basic network
of local quality prediction - LocalQA-net - whose weights were not adjusted according
to global quality scores but according to local quality scores only.
Figure 4.1: The architecture of 1D deep convolutional neural network for protein
model quality prediction. (A). The network (LocalQA-net) accepts the raw features
of models of proteins of variable sequence length (L) as input, and transforms the
features into higher-level hidden features by 5 hidden layers of convolutions. Each
convolutional layer applies 5 filters to windows of previous layers to generate L hidden
features. The window size for each filter is set to 6. The last output layer adds one
convolutional layer with one filter to generate the output of length L representing the
local quality for each of L residues.
4.3.4 Evaluation and Benchmarking
We evaluated both local and global quality predictions of our deep learning methods on
two sub-sets (1st stage and 2nd stage) of CASP11 and CASP12 datasets, respectively.
The local quality predictions were evaluated based on the ASE score [136]. The
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Figure 4.2: The architecture of 1D deep convolutional neural network for protein model
quality prediction. (B). The network (InteractQA-net) contains a common sub-network
for extracting features from the input layer by convolution and two sub-networks for
local quality (LocalQA-net) and global quality (GlobalQA-net) predictions separately.
The network accepts the raw features of models of proteins of variable sequence length
(L) as input, and transforms the features into higher-level hidden features by 10
hidden layers of convolutions. Each convolutional layer applies 10 filters to windows of
previous layers to generate L hidden features. The window size for each filter is set to
15. LocalQA-net adds one convolutional layer with one filter at the top of the common
sub-network to generate the output of length L representing the local quality for each
of L residues. GlobalQA-net uses one 30-max pooling layer to select 30 maximum
values from the output of each filer in the last layer of the common sub-network as
features, which are joined together into one vector by a flatten layer. The flatten layer
is fully connected to a hidden layer whose output is used by a single output node to
predict the global quality score. LocalQA-net and GlobalQA-net are trained by local
quality scores and global quality scores alternately.
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Figure 4.3: The architecture of 1D deep convolutional neural network for protein
model quality prediction. (C). JointQA-net accepts the features of protein models
of variable sequence length (L) as input and predicts the L local quality scores and
one global quality score simultaneously. The weights in the network are optimized by
both local and global quality scores at the same time.
global quality predictions were evaluated in terms of (1) Pearson’s correlation between
predicted global scores of the models of a target and the real global quality scores of
the models of the target, and (2) the average loss. The loss is the difference between
the real quality score of the no. 1 model selected according to predicted quality scores
for a target and the quality score of the real best model of the target. The average
loss evaluates the capability of a method to select good models. A loss 0 means the
predicted global quality scores can always rank the real best model as no. 1.
We evaluated the performance of our three local quality predictors (InteractQA-
net, JointQA and LocalQA-net) on the test datasets and compared them with other
QA predictors that participated in CASP 11 and CASP 12. The predictions of
CASP QA predictors were directly downloaded from CASP repository (http://
predictioncenter.org/). In order to evaluate the performance of our global quality
predictions, we converted the local quality prediction made by InteractQA-net, JointQA
and LocalQA-net into global quality scores by averaging the local quality predictions
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of residues directly using function global = 1
L
ΣLi=1
1
1+(
di
d0
)2
. Besides, an ensemble of our
three predictors called CNNQA, which uses the average output of the three predictions
as its prediction, was evaluated.
4.4 Results and Discussions
4.4.1 Training and parameter optimization
We trained each convolutional network with different parameter setting on our training
dataset and selected the best trained model using the ASE metric calculated on the
validation dataset. We optimized the following hyper-parameters: the depth of the
network (from 5 to 10), the filter size of each convolution layer (from 5 to 15), and
the number of filters in each convolutional layer (from 5 to 20). Based on the results
on the validation set, the depth of convolutional layers in the InteractQA-net is set
to 10, number of filters to 10, and the filter size to 15. For the JointQA-net and
LocalQA-net, the final depth of convolution layers is set to 5, number of filters to 5,
and filter size to 6 in each convolutional layer. The deep networks trained with these
parameters on the training dataset were evaluated on the independent test datasets.
4.4.2 Comparison of local quality predictions with other single-
model QA methods on CASP11 and CASP12
We compared InteractQA-net, JointQA-net and LocalQA-net with CASP single-model
QA methods on the 1st stage and 2nd stage subsets of CASP11 and CASP12 test
datasets. We calculated the average ASE score across all models of each subset for our
three predictors and other CASP predictors for comparison (Table 4.1 and Table
4.2). LocalQA-net achieved slightly better performance than InteractQA-net and
JointQA-net according to the average ASE scores on the CASP 11 datasets, but it
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was slightly worse than InteractQA-net and JointQA-net on the CASP 12 datasets,
suggesting that including the global quality prediction did not necessarily help with
the local quality prediction. However, the accuracy of the ensemble (CNNQA) of the
three predictors is higher than each our three predictors, indicating that the three
methods are complementary. The performance of LocalQA-net, InteractQA-net, and
JointQA-net is comparable to the best performing predictors in CASP11 and CASP12
experiments (e.g., Wang deep 3, ProQ2, and ProQ3), and CNNQA has slightly higher
the average ASE score than all the CASP11 and CASP12 predictors.
Predictor Stage1 Stage2 Average
CNNQA 81.06 78.43 79.75
LocalQA-net 79.9 78.26 79.08
InteractQA-net 80.27 76.97 78.62
JointQA-net 79.81 77.03 78.42
Wang deep 3 78.11 74.56 76.34
Wang deep 2 77.58 74.22 75.9
ProQ2 75.87 75.74 75.81
ProQ2-refine 75.91 75.67 75.79
Wang deep 1 77.78 73.43 75.6
Wang SVM 76.79 71.91 74.35
MULTICOM-NOVEL 67.13 67.11 67.12
VoroMQA 62.72 66.45 64.58
MULTICOM-REFINE 62.68 65.26 63.97
MULTICOM-CLUSTER 62.98 64.87 63.92
MULTICOM-CONSTRUCT 63.39 64.35 63.87
Table 4.1: The evaluation results (average ASE scores) of local quality predictions of
single-model local quality QA predictors on stage 1 and stage 2 models from CASP
11.
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Predictor Stage1 Stage2 Average
CNNQA 83.22 78.14 80.68
ProQ3 82.19 78.54 80.37
JointQA-net 82.31 77.38 79.85
InteractQA-net 83.13 76.52 79.83
LocalQA-net 80.72 78.09 79.4
Wang4 81.06 76.86 78.96
Wang2 79.62 74.7 77.16
VoroMQAsr 79.32 74.69 77.01
ProQ2 77.73 75.61 76.67
VoroMQA 78.87 74.26 76.56
Wang1 72.22 72.52 72.37
Wang3 53.86 60.55 57.2
Table 4.2: The evaluation results (average ASE scores) of local quality predictions of
single-model local quality QA predictors on stage 1 and stage 2 models from CASP12
datasets.
4.4.3 Comparison of global quality predictions with other
single-model QA methods on CASP11 and CASP12
In order to evaluate the global quality prediction performance of our methods, we
generated the global quality scores for our methods (InteractQA-net, LocalQA-net,
LocalQA-net, CNNQA), which were converted from their residue-specific local quality
predictions by averaging them using function global = 1
L
ΣLi=1
1
1+(
di
d0
)2
. We compare
them with other QA predictors on the same datasets of CASP 11 and CASP 12
used in the local quality prediction evaluation. We calculated the average Pearson’s
correlation between predicted global quality scores and real global quality scores as
well as the average loss to evaluate the performances of the QA predictors (see the
results in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4). According to the Pearson’s correlation results
on 1st stage and 2nd stage from CASP 11 and CASP 12, InteractQA-net achieved
higher correlation and lower loss than LocalQA-net, which showed that integrating the
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global similarity into local quality prediction improved the global quality prediction
derived from the local quality prediction. In terms of average Pearson’s correlation,
InteractQA-net and CNNQA had the similar performance and both performed better
than all other CASP11 and CASP12 predictors. In terms of average loss, InteractQA-
net and CNNQA performed better than the other predictors on the CASP11 datasets,
but worse than the two top methods (SVMQA [124] and ProQ3 [32]) on the CASP12
datasets.
Stage1 Stage2 Average
Feature Corr Loss Corr Loss Corr Loss
InteractQA-net 0.7243 0.0756 0.4106 0.0596 0.5675 0.0676
CNNQA 0.7126 0.0832 0.3981 0.0594 0.5553 0.0713
LocalQA-net 0.704 0.0839 0.362 0.0639 0.533 0.0739
MULTICOM-CLUSTER 0.6543 0.0965 0.4006 0.0671 0.5275 0.0818
JointQA-net 0.6766 0.0954 0.3695 0.0648 0.523 0.0801
myprotein-me 0.6498 0.0823 0.3875 0.0668 0.5187 0.0745
MULTICOM-NOVEL 0.6517 0.0949 0.3855 0.0623 0.5186 0.0786
Wang SVM 0.6654 0.1011 0.3676 0.0828 0.5165 0.092
ProQ2-refine 0.664 0.0912 0.353 0.0658 0.5085 0.0785
ProQ2 0.6543 0.0862 0.3535 0.057 0.5039 0.0716
VoroMQA 0.5787 0.1068 0.401 0.0727 0.4899 0.0897
RFMQA 0.6275 0.0956 0.3485 0.0677 0.488 0.0816
Wang deep 2 0.6395 0.1125 0.3115 0.0832 0.4755 0.0979
Wang deep 3 0.6338 0.1139 0.305 0.0887 0.4694 0.1013
Wang deep 1 0.6208 0.1211 0.3071 0.0922 0.464 0.1067
Table 4.3: The evaluation results (Corr. - Pearson’s correlation and loss) of global
quality predictions of single-model QA predictors on stage 1 and stage 2 models of
CASP 11 datasets.
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Stage1 Stage2 Average
Feature Corr Loss Corr Loss Corr Loss
CNNQA 0.7283 0.0627 0.627 0.0854 0.6777 0.074
InteractQA-net 0.7208 0.0613 0.625 0.0844 0.6729 0.0728
JointQA-net 0.7124 0.0597 0.623 0.0877 0.6677 0.0737
Wang4 0.7105 0.0689 0.5965 0.113 0.6535 0.0909
LocalQA-net 0.6928 0.0627 0.6112 0.0934 0.652 0.078
MULTICOM-CLUSTER 0.6958 0.0817 0.5895 0.0975 0.6427 0.0896
SVMQA 0.654 0.0353 0.6227 0.0661 0.6383 0.0507
ProQ3 0.647 0.0524 0.6253 0.071 0.6361 0.0617
ProQ2 0.6677 0.0802 0.5981 0.0737 0.6329 0.0769
Wang2 0.6713 0.0766 0.5329 0.144 0.6021 0.1103
VoroMQA 0.6252 0.0798 0.5703 0.1027 0.5978 0.0912
Wang1 0.4517 0.2002 0.2626 0.1486 0.3572 0.1744
Table 4.4: The evaluation results (Corr. - Pearson’s correlation and loss) of global
quality predictions of single-model QA predictors on stage 1 and stage 2 models of
CASP 12 datasets.
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4.4.4 Influence of Rosetta energy terms and single-domain
targets on the quality predictions
The performance of the three methods with and without Rosetta energies as input and
trained on either the single-domain dataset or the full-length dataset was evaluated
on Stage 1, Stage 2, and all the models of CASP11 and CASP12 test datasets and
were visualized in the Figure 4.4. It is worth noting that each network with specific
data input was fully tuned to the best performance on the validation dataset before
being evaluated on the independent test dataset. As results shown in Figure 4.4,
adding Rosetta energies improved the local quality prediction in most cases, with an
average 1.26 improvement in ASE score. Training the network on the single-domain
datasets also generally improved the performance over on the models of all targets
(both single-domain and multi-domain targets, with an average 0.49 improvement on
the CASP11 and CASP12 datasets in terms of ASE score.
4.4.5 Case study of local quality predictions
Figure 4.5 shows local quality predictions made by our method CNNQA for one
model of target T0843 and one model of T0861 from the CASP12 experiment. The
Figure 4.5(A) plots the real distance (gray) and predicted distance (green) at each
residue position of the structural model of T0843, where the two curves overlap well
at most positions. Figure 4.5(B) shows the superimposition of the native structure
(gray) and the structural model(green). The average deviation between actual distances
and predicted distances at all residue position in the model is 0.56 angstrom. The
red highlighted regions have relatively large deviation (large errors) after the two
structures being superimposed. Interestingly, these highlighted regions with a large
distance deviation can be captured by the local quality prediction shown in Figure
4.5(A). Figure 4.5(C) and Figure 4.5(D) show the similar results for the model
of T0861, where the average difference between real and predicted distance deviation
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is 0.67 angstrom.
4.5 Conclusion
In this work, we presented the novel 1D convolutional neural networks for predicting
the quality of a single protein model. Instead of using fixed-size sliding windows
to generate features for each residue, our network accepts the input of an entire
protein model of arbitrary sequence length and therefore it can access the global
structural information that informs the quality of a position of residue. We also
designed a new training pipeline to integrate local and global quality prediction
together, which improved the accuracy of global quality prediction. Overall, our
methods performed comparably to the state-of-the-art methods in the past CASP11
and CASP12 experiments. The results demonstrate that 1D deep convolutional neural
networks are promising techniques for protein model quality assessment. In the near
future, we will design more advanced deep learning architectures to further advance
protein model quality prediction.
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Chapter 5
Protein tertiary structure
modeling driven by deep learning
and contact distance prediction in
CASP13
5.1 Abstract
Predicting residue-residue distance relationships (e.g., contacts) has become the key
direction to advance protein structure prediction since 2014 CASP11 experiment,
while deep learning has revolutionized the technology for contact and distance distri-
bution prediction since its debut in 2012 CASP10 experiment. During 2018 CASP13
experiment, we enhanced our MULTICOM protein structure prediction system with
three major components: contact distance prediction based on deep convolutional
neural networks, distance-driven template-free (ab initio) modeling, and protein model
ranking empowered by deep learning and contact prediction. Our experiment demon-
strates that contact distance prediction and deep learning methods are the key reasons
that MULTICOM was ranked 3rd out of all 98 predictors in both template-free and
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template-based structure modeling in CASP13. Deep convolutional neural network
can utilize global information in pairwise residue-residue features such as co-evolution
scores to substantially improve contact distance prediction, which played a decisive
role in correctly folding some free modeling and hard template-based modeling targets.
Deep learning also successfully integrated 1D structural features, 2D contact informa-
tion, and 3D structural quality scores to improve protein model quality assessment,
where the contact prediction was demonstrated to consistently enhance ranking of
protein models for the first time. The success of MULTICOM system clearly shows
that protein contact distance prediction and model selection driven by deep learning
holds the key of solving protein structure prediction problem. However, there are
still challenges in accurately predicting protein contact distance when there are few
homologous sequences, folding proteins from noisy contact distances, and ranking
models of hard targets.
The MULTICOM web server is available at: http://sysbio.rnet.missouri.
edu/multicom_cluster/
The source code of the MULTICOM package is also available at : https://github.
com/multicom-toolbox/multicom
The supplemental material can be found at: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.
com/doi/full/10.1002/prot.25697
5.2 Introduction
The major breakthrough in protein structure prediction, particularly template-free
(ab initio) prediction, is the drastic improvement of the accuracy of residue-residue
contact distance prediction in the recent years, leading to the correct folding of
some template-free modeling (FM) targets in CASP11 and CASP12 experiment
[103, 11, 137, 138]. The accurate prediction of inter-residue contacts and distances has
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become a key intermediate step and driving force to predict protein three-dimensional
(3D) structure from sequence. The breakthrough in contact distance prediction was
driven by two key advances: residue-residue co-evolutionary analysis popularized in
[139] and demonstrated in CASP11 and CASP12 experiment [138, 140] and deep
learning introduced in [94] and enhanced in [9, 27, 8, 141, 142]. The co-evolutionary
analysis is based on the observation that two amino acids in contact (or spatially close
according to a distance threshold such as 8A˚) must co-evolve in order to maintain
the contact relationship during evolution, i.e., if one amino acid is mutated to a
positively charged residue, the other one must change to a negatively charged one
to be in contact. A number of co-evolutionary methods of calculating direct rather
than indirect/accidental correlated mutation scores has been developed and shown
to improve contact prediction [7, 143, 144, 145]. Moreover, the co-evolutionary
scores can be used as input for machine learning methods to further improve contact
prediction. Deep learning, the currently most powerful machine learning method,
was introduced into the field in 2012 and demonstrated as the best method for
protein contact prediction in 2012 CASP10 experiment [94]. Different variants of
deep learning methods - convolutional neural networks and residual networks - were
combined with co-evolutionary features to substantially improve contact prediction
[9, 9, 8, 141, 142]. The improved contact prediction led to the significant improvement
of template-free modeling in CASP12 experiment, in which contact predictions were
used with different ab initio modeling methods such as fragment assembly and distance
geometry to build protein structural models from scratch [11]. To prepare for 2018
CASP13 experiment, we focused on enhancing our MULTICOM protein structure
prediction system [12, 21, 3] with our latest development in contact distance prediction
empowered by deep learning and its application to template-free modeling and protein
model ranking [112, 13, 12], while having a routine update on its other components
such as template library, template identification, and template-based modeling. Our
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experiment demonstrates that contact distance prediction empowered by the advanced
deep learning architecture can accurately predict a large number of contacts for some
template-free or hard template-based targets, which are sufficient to fold them correctly
by the distance geometry and simulated annealing from scratch without using any
template or fragment information. Our experiment also shows that directly translating
predicted contacts into tertiary structures by satisfying distance restraints can fold
large proteins with complicated topologies better than using contacts indirectly to
guide traditional fragment assembly approaches. Moreover, we demonstrate that deep
learning can integrate 1D, 2D and 3D structural features to improve protein model
ranking. Particularly, we show that, for the first time, improved contact prediction can
consistently improve protein model ranking. Therefore, contact distance prediction
and deep learning are the key driving force that made our MULTICOM predictor rank
third in the CASP13 experiment in both template-based and template-free modeling.
The success of MULTICOM human and server predictors (MULTICOM CLUSTER,
MULTICOM-CONSTRUCT and MULTICOM-NOVEL) in CASP13 clearly proves
that deep learning holds the key for protein contact distance prediction and folding,
even though there are still significant challenges in contact/distance prediction for
targets with few homologous sequences, translation of noisy or sparse contact distances
into 3D models, and selecting a few good protein structural models from a large pool
of low-quality ones for a hard target.
5.3 Materials and Method
In this section, we first provide an overview of the MULTICOM server and human
prediction system, followed with the detailed description of several key new components
that we added into the MULTICOM system in CASP13, such as the protein contact
distance prediction empowered by deep learning, ab initio protein structure prediction
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driven by predicted contact distances, and large-scale protein quality assessment
enhanced by deep learning and contacts.
5.3.1 An overview of the MULTICOM system
Figure 5.1 is an overview of our MULTICOM server and human prediction systems.
Once the server received a target protein sequence, MULTICOM searched it against
protein sequence databases such as the non-redundant sequence database to collect
its homologous sequences to generate multiple sequence alignments, which were used
to build sequence profiles such as Position Specific Scoring Matrices (PSSM) [38] and
Hidden Markov models (HMM) [15]. The sequence was also used to predict one-
dimensional (1D) structural features including secondary structure, solvent accessibility,
and disorder regions [17, 16].
The profile or sequence of the target was searched against the template pro-
file/sequence library by a number of sequence alignment tools (e.g., BLAST [82], CSI-
BLAST/CS-BLAST [146], PSI-BLAST [38], COMPASS [147], FFAS [148], HHSearch
[80], HHblits [15], HMMER [149], JackHMMER [150], SAM [151], PRC [152], RaptorX
[153], I-TASSER/MUSTER [30, 154]) to identify protein templates whose structures
were known and build pairwise target-template sequence alignments. DeepSF - a deep
learning method of classifying protein sequences into folds was also used to identify
templates for the target [23].
In parallel to the template identification, the multiple sequence alignments of
the target were also used to generate co-evolutionary features by CCMpred [145],
FreeContact [155] and PSICOV [144], which were used together with other sequential
and structural features such as predicted secondary structure and solvent accessibility
as input for DNCON2 [8] to predict residue-residue contacts at multiple distance
thresholds (i.e., 6 A˚, 7.5 A˚, 8 A˚, 8.5 A˚ and 10 A˚).
The target-template sequence alignment was used to identify domain boundaries,
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i.e., the region of the target not aligned with any significantly homologous template was
treated as a template-free modeling domain, otherwise a template-based domain. The
contact prediction for template-free domains was made by DNCON2 and combined
with the contact prediction of the full-length target.
The pairwise target-template alignments were combined into the multi-template
alignments between the target and the multiple templates if the structures of the
templates were consistent [20]. The alignments and the structures of templates were
fed into Modeller [5] to build the structural models for the target. Generally, more
than 100 template-based models were constructed for a target.
In parallel to the template-based modeling, predicted contacts were used with
several ab initio modeling tools such as CONFOLD2 [10], Rosetta [156], UniCon3D
[18] and FUSION [19] to build structural models for a template-free target or domain.
Both the template-based models and/or template-free models were added into a model
pool for model ranking.
The MULTICOM human predictor also used all CASP13 server models as input.
The incomplete server models or highly similar models (e.g., GDT-TS > 0.95) from
the same server group were filtered out. The side chains of the remaining models were
repacked by SCWRL [157] in order to have the consistent side chain packing before
they were evaluated, which was shown to improve the performance of model quality
assessment [107]. If the target was identified as multiple-domain protein, the server
models were divided into individual domain models.
The structural models from either MULTICOM human predictor or server predic-
tors were compared with 1D structural features (e.g., predicted secondary structure,
solvent accessibility) to generate 1D matching scores and with 2D contacts to generate
2D matching scores (i.e., the percentage of predicted contacts existing in a model of
the target). The models were also assessed by a number of 3D quality assessment
tools to generate 3D quality scores. The 1D, 2D, and 3D quality scores (features)
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were used by DeepRank - our deep learning-based model quality assessment tool - to
predict the accuracy of the models. This quality assessment method was also applied
to individual domains if a target had multiple domains. It is worth noting that our
three server predictors used different quality assessment methods for model selec-
tion. MULTICOM CLUSTER ranked models primarily based on pairwise similarity
scores between models using APOLLO [122], while MULTICOM-CONSTRUCT and
MULTICOM-NOVEL selected best five models based on our two new deep learning-
based model ranking methods (DeepRank and DeepRank avg, described in details in
Section 5.3.4).
The quality assessment scores were used to rank full-length and/or domain-based
models and the top ranked models were selected for model combination and refinement.
Each top ranked model was combined with other similar models in the ranked list to
generate a consensus model. If the consensus model is not substantially different from
the initial model (i.e., GDT-TS > 0.88), it was kept as the final model. Otherwise, it
was discarded and 3DRefine [14] was used to refine the top ranked model to generate
a refined final model.
In summary, our human predictor differs from the server predictors in several
aspects. First, the structural models for a target protein used for model evaluation
in the three MULTICOM server predictors were generated by them locally. The
MULTICOM human predictor evaluated all server models that were generated by many
different CASP13 server predictors, including our three MULTICOM server predictors.
Second, the domain boundary determination was somewhat different. Our server
predictors used target-template sequence alignments to identify domain boundaries.
The MULTICOM human predictor further adjusted the domain boundaries predicted
by the servers according to the domain boundaries of the top CASP13 models selected
by the model quality assessment method. The domain boundaries of the top CASP13
models were obtained by the domain parsing tools - DomainParser [158] and PDP [159].
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Third, the side chains of CASP13 server models were repacked by the MULTICOM
human predictor before they were evaluated in order to make the side chains of
the models predicted by different CASP13 server predictors consistent, while the
MULTICOM server predictors did not have this step. And fourth, the final selected
models were further refined by 3Drefine in the MULTICOM human predictor, whereas
the MULTICOM server predictors did not use refinement.
5.3.2 Deep convolutional neural network for contact distance
prediction
We used DNCON2 to generate the 2D contact map for an input sequence [8]. As shown
in Figure 5.2, a target sequence was searched against Uniprot20 database (version:
2016˙02) by HHblits [15] to collect homologous sequences and generate multiple
sequence alignments. If there is not a sufficient number of homologous sequences
(e.g., < 5L sequences; L sequence length), the target was further searched against
Uniref90 database (released by April 2018) by JackHMMER [150] to collect more
homologous sequences whose multiple sequence alignments were combined with the
results of HHblits search. The multiple sequence alignments were used by CCMPred
[145], FreeContact [155], and PSICOV [144] to generate residue-residue co-evolution
features. The pairwise co-evolution features together with other pairwise information
(e.g., secondary structure, solvent accessibility, and mutual information for each pair
of residues) were stored in the L×L input matrices (L: sequence length or domain
length). The input feature matrices were used by the first-level convolutional neural
networks in DNCON2 to predict the contact probability maps (i.e., contact distance
distribution) at multiple distance thresholds 6 A˚, 7.5 A˚, 8 A˚, 8.5 A˚ and 10 A˚. The
distance distribution and the original input matrices were concatenated as input for
the second-level convolutional neural networks to predict a final contact probability
map at 8 A˚ distance threshold.
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Figure 5.1: The pipeline of MULTICOM server and human prediction systems.
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Figure 5.2: The pipeline of DNCON2 for protein residue-residue contact distance
prediction. The input volume has 56 channels (matrices) containing various pairwise
residue-residue features.
5.3.3 Contact distance-based ab initio folding
We used predicted contacts with a pure contact distance-based ab initio modeling tool
- CONFOLD2 and several fragment-assembly tools to build 3D models for targets
or domains without significant templates being identified. CONFOLD2 [10] used
only predicted contacts and secondary structures to build structural models without
leveraging any other information such as structural fragments (Figure 5.3). Top x
× L contacts (x: a ratio ranging from 0.1 to 4; L: length of the protein) ranked by
probabilities were used to generate distance restraints between Cβ atoms (or Cα atom
for glycine). The predicted secondary structures were used to generate torsion angle
restraints, atom-atom distance restraints, and hydrogen-bond restraints [104], which
were important for building good local secondary structures in the model. These
restraints were used by the distance geometry and simulated annealing optimization
implemented in CNS [160] to build tertiary structure models by satisfying the restraints
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as well as possible. In this round of modeling, some local structures, particularly
beta-sheets, are often not well formed due to lack of restraints or noisy restraints. To
remedy the problem, the potential beta-sheets were detected in the models generated
by the first round of modeling. More angular, hydrogen bond, and atom-atom distance
restraints were added in order to improve the pairing between the beta strands.
Moreover, the contact distance restraints that were not realized in the models were
removed from the list. The new set of restraints were used by the distance geometry
again to build 3D models. Usually, a few hundred of models were constructed by
using different numbers of contact distance restraints (i.e., 0.1L, 0.2L,..., 3.9L, 4L),
which were then clustered. Top models from the clusters were selected as final models.
The key feature of this approach is that contacts play a dominant and direct role
in building structural models. If there are a sufficient amount of accurate distance
restraints, high-quality 3D models can be constructed.
As an alternative, we also used predicted contacts as distance or contact restraints
with three fragment assembly methods - Rosetta [156], UniCon3D [18], and FUSION
[19] to build models. Contacts were used as a part of the energy function of these
methods to guide the assembly of protein structure. Rosetta used the structure
fragments drawn from a fragment library to assemble the structure, while UniCon3D
and FUSION used hidden Markov models to generate conformations for fragments of
variable length. In contrast to the CONFOLD approach [104, 10], extra information
such as fragments and energy terms is used in this kind of approach, in which
contacts only play an indirect or auxiliary role in structural modeling. Therefore, the
fragment assembly approach may fail if its conformation sampling cannot generate
correct topologies, which often happens for relatively larger proteins with complicated
topologies, even though there is a good amount of accurately predicted contacts. To
assist the fragment-assembly with contacts, we selected top L/5 predicted contacts of
short-range, medium-range and long-range, which were translated into the distance
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constraints between pairs of Cβ-Cβ as additional energy terms. Rosetta and FUSION
used the bounded potential for a distance d, which is defined as follows:
f(d) =

(d−lb
sd
)2 if d < lb
0 if lb ≤ d ≤ ub
(d−ub
sd
)2 if ud < d ≤ ub+ 0.5 ∗ sd
1
sd
(d− (ub+ 0.5 ∗ sd)) + (0.5∗sd
sd
)2 if d > ub+ 0.5 ∗ sd
with sd = 0.5
The parameters ”lb” and ”ub” are lower and upper bounds for atom-atom distance,
which had been optimized and set to 3.5 A˚ and 8 A˚ in our experiment. Unicon3D
adopted a square well function with the exponential decay to account for the contact
distance energy and is defined as:
f(d) =

−P if d < d0
−P ∗ e−(d−d0)2 + P ∗ d−d0
d
if d > d0
, where P is the predicted contact probability for a pair of atoms. In CASP13, the
contact-based ab initio structure prediction was run for up to two days to generate
decoys for model selection.
5.3.4 Protein model ranking by DeepRank integrating 1D,
2D and 3D features
To select most accurate models from a set of predicted structures, we developed a deep
learning-based quality assessment (QA) method, DeepRank, by integrating multiple
QA methods and contact predictions for predicting the global quality of models. Given
a pool of models, it first generated one-dimensional (1D) features representing the
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Figure 5.3: Automated contact distance-based ab initio protein structure prediction
by CONFOLD2.
similarity between the secondary structure and solvent accessibility predicted from the
protein sequence by SSPro [16] and the ones parsed from each protein model by DSSP
[66]. The percentage of inter-residue contacts (i.e., top L/5 short-range, medium-
range and long-range contacts, respectively) predicted by DNCON2 [8] existing in a
model was used as 2D contact features. It also generated 3D quality scores for each
model by using 9 single-model QA methods (i.e., SBROD [161], OPUS˙PSP [162],
RF˙CB˙SRS˙OD [125], Rwplus [163], DeepQA[31], ProQ2 [109], ProQ3 [32], Dope [117]
and Voronota [164]) as well as three multi-model QA methods (i.e., APOLLO [122],
Pcons [165], and ModFOLDclust2 [120]). These features were used by two-level neural
networks to predict the quality scores of the models (Figure 5.4). In the first level,
all the 1D, 2D and 3D quality features were fed into 10 pre-trained neural networks to
predict the quality (GDT-TS score) of each model. These networks were trained on the
models of CASP8-11 experiments and rigorously benchmarked on the CASP12 targets.
The ensemble of 10 networks was constructed as in the following steps: (1) All the
server models of 425 CASP8-11 targets were randomly split into 10 equal-size subsets
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by targets (i.e., each subset contained all server models of the targets allocated to it);
(2) Each subset was used as the validation data for selecting the network parameters
(i.e., the number of layers and hidden nodes), and the remaining 9 subsets were used
as training data for network training. The architecture with the lowest average loss
(i.e., the difference between the GDT-TS score of the top selected structural model
and the GDT-TS score of the best structural model of a target) on the validation
subset was selected as the final network for this subset. This process was repeated 10
times (i.e., 10-fold cross-validation), with each of the 10 subsets was used as validation
data once, yielding ten pre-trained neural networks. All the input features of each
structural model were fed into the 10 trained networks to generate 10 quality scores.
In the second level, the 10 predicted quality scores and the initial input features were
used together by another deep neural network to predict the final quality score. The
second-level network was also trained on the all models of CASP8-11 targets, where
the models were randomly split into the training and validation data with ratio 9 to 1.
The details of the network configuration are reported in supplemental Table S1. This
method was also blindly tested as ’MULTICOM CLUSTER’ in the CASP13 quality
assessment category and ranked as one of the best predictors in selecting models
and estimating the absolute error (see supplementary Table S2 for details). We also
developed a simplified DeepRank method (called DeepRank avg) by averaging the
predictions from the 10 trained networks in the first level as the final quality score.
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Figure 5.4: The workflow of deep learning-based model quality assessment with
contacts (DeepRank).
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5.4 Results and Discussions
5.4.1 Performance of MULTICOM human and server predic-
tors in CASP13
We evaluate the performance of MULTICOM methods on 104 ”all groups” domains
that were used in CASP13 official evaluation. Based on the official domain definition
of CASP13, the 104 domains were classified into 31 free-modeling (FM) domains, 40
template-based easy (TBM-easy) domains, 21 template-hard (TBM-hard) domains,
and 12 FM-TBM domains.
Figure 5.5 shows the performance of MULTICOM human predictor and our
three server predictors based on the TM-score metric [132]. According to the evalu-
ation, as shown in Figure 5.5(A), MULTICOM human predictor outperforms the
three server predictors and MULTICOM-CONSTRUCT ranked better than MULTI-
COM CLUSTER, followed with MULTICOM-NOVEL in terms of averaged TM-score
on 104 domains. On all the domains, the average TM-score of MULTICOM is 0.69,
significantly higher than 0.59 of MULTICOM-CONSTRUCT (difference = 0.1; P-
value = 4.478E-14), whereas the difference between the two on template-based easy
domain (i.e., 0.04) is much smaller and on template-free domains (i.e., 0.19) is much
larger. Figure 5.5(B) shows the performance of four predictors on the 40 TBM-easy
domains. MULTICOM-CONSTRUCT and MULTICOM-NOVEL achieved higher
TM-score than MULTICOM CLUSTER. The major difference among the three servers
is the QA methods employed for model selection. The three QA methods: DeepRank,
DeepRank avg and APOLLO (a pairwise model comparison method) were used in
the MULTICOM-CONSTRUCT, MULTICOM-NOVEL and MULTICOM CLUSTER,
respectively. As shown in supplemental Figure S5, DeepRank has the higher capa-
bility of model selection than APOLLO. Especially for the template-based targets,
DeepRank has a much lower loss (GDT-TS score 0.039) compared to the APOLLO’s
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loss (0.059) in model selection. The better ability of model selection in template-based
targets led to better tertiary structure prediction for MULTICOM-CONSTRUCT
(ΣGDT-TS = 75.83) than MULTICOM CLUSTER (ΣGDT-TS = 72.91) as shown in
supplemental Figure S2. Figure 5.5(C) reports the results of the four predictors on
the 31 free-modeling domains. MULTICOM human predictor successfully predicted
correct fold for 17 out of 31 domains (TM-score >0.5).
Supplemental Figure S1 compares MULTICOM with other top ranked CASP13
groups. MULTICOM (group number: ’089’) is consistently ranked among the top
three predictors according to all metrics on the three domain sets. For instance, it is
ranked no. 3 according to z-score on all 104 domains. Figure S2 shows the performance
of our three MULTICOM server predictors and other top ranked server groups on
the 112 ”all groups” and ”server only” domains. MULTICOM-CONSTRUCT ranked
7th among all server groups on all the targets, followed by MULTICOM CLUSTER
and MULTICOM-NOVEL. The performance of the global and local quality metrics
defined by GDT-TS [132], and LDDT score [166] are also summarized in Figure S3
and Figure S4. We also analyzed the performance of the different alignment tools
used by our server predictors. The results are summarized in supplementary Table S3.
5.4.2 Performance of DeepRank and individual QA methods
used by MULTICOM
To assess how well the model ranking component of MULTICOM predictors worked, we
evaluate the results of DeepRank and the individual QA methods used by DeepRank
on the CASP13 targets. The loss of each QA method on the 74 CASP13 ”all group”
full-length targets whose experimental structures are available was calculated and
visualized in Figure 5.6(A). The loss is defined as the difference between the GDT-TS
score of the top selected model by each method and the GDT-TS score of the best
model of the target. The lower average loss represents the better capability of a
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Figure 5.5: Evaluation of four MULTICOM predictors. The methods are ranked by
average TM-score of the first (i.e., TS1) submitted models. (A) on 104 domains (Left
plot: TM scores of MULTICOM, MULTICOM CLUSTER, MULTICOM-NOVEL
models versus TM scores of MULTICOM-CONSTRUCT models; Right plot: mean
and variation of the TM-scores of the models of the four methods). (B) on 40
template-based (TBM-easy) domains. (C) on 31 template-free (FM) domains.
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QA method for model selection. 24 QA methods are categorized into four groups,
including (1) our deep learning integration of diverse quality assessment methods
(DeepRank), (2) 3 contact match scores, (3) 3 clustering-based methods, and (4) 17
single-model QA methods. The results show that DeepRank had the lower average loss
(0.052) than other individual QA methods on all 74 all-group targets. Figure 5.6(B)
plots the GDT-TS scores at the 100-point scale of the top models selected by each
individual QA method and DeepRank against the GDT-TS scores of MULTICOM’s
first submitted models. The fitted curve for each method is highlighted in different
colors. The larger area under the curve represents the better overall accuracy of model
selection. The analysis shows that DeepRank achieves higher GDT-TS scores (Avg.
GDT = 54.90 at 100-point scale, i.e., 0.549 at 1-point scale) for model selection than
the clustering-based method APOLLO (Avg. GDT = 53.31 at 100-point scale, i.e.,
0.5331 at 1-point scale), and also outperforms all other QA methods.
Prior to CASP13, we assessed how much the deep learning and contact prediction
improved the quality assessment in CASP12 dataset. After the quality scores were
generated using individual QA methods, two baseline combination strategies (e.g., the
average score of raw feature scores and Z-scores respectively) were compared with
the deep learning. Supplemental Table S4 shows that the Z-score based consensus
worked better than the average score consensus, while the deep neural network of
integrating all features except contacts further reduced the loss from 0.064 of the
z-score based consensus to 0.054. Furthermore, the deep learning with contact features
performed best (correlation = 0.853 and loss = 0.048), and the improvement was
significant compared to the averaging approach (loss = 0.067) according to the P-value
(0.007751). The average loss of the deep learning with contacts is 0.051 on the 74
CASP13 targets, lower than 0.059 of the deep learning without contacts that is lower
than both the average score consensus (loss = 0.073) and z-score consensus (loss =
0.057). The improvement is also consistent with the results in the blind CASP13
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experiment (supplemental Table S5). This further validated the deep learning and
contact prediction’s positive contribution to model selection.
Figure 5.7 illustrates how MULTICOM estimated the quality of models for a
TBM-hard target T0966 and predicted the final structure. Figure 5.7(A) visualized
the distribution of the GDT-TS scores of 146 server models for this target. It is a
bimodal distribution, where the GDT-TS scores of major models are centered around
0.1 and 0.5. Figure 5.7(B) is the plot of the true GDT-TS scores of models against
their predicted ranking by DeepRank. It successfully ranked the model with highest
GDT-TS score (0.6103) as No.1 (Figure 5.7(D)). MULTICOM generated a refined
model by combining the top 1 selected model with the other top ranked models,
which had a GDT-TS score of 0.6113 (Figure 5.7(E)). The ranking of individual QA
methods for this target is shown in Figure S6. The other three such successful cases
for DeepRank are also reported in Figures S7, S8 and S9.
To assess how contact predictions can help model ranking, we evaluated DeepRank
with/without contact features on targets with low contact prediction precision and
ones with high contact prediction precision, respectively (Figure S10). The consistent,
significant improvement in model selection has been observed when the contact
prediction of short-range, medium-range, and long-range has high precision (precision
> 0.5). However, the less accurate contact prediction led to the slightly worse
performance on model selection than not using contact prediction.
We also analyzed the effect of side-chain repacking on model evaluation. The results
show that repacking the side chains of models before they were evaluated reduced the
loss of modeling ranking. The detailed results are reported in supplementary Table S6
and Figure S11.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of DeepRank with individual QA methods used in MULTICOM
predictors. (A) The box plot of loss of each method. Here the loss is measure at
1-point scale (i.e., the highest/perfect GDT-TS score = 1). (B) The GDT-TS score
at the 100-point scale of the top models selected by each individual QA method and
DeepRank is plotted against the GDT-TS score of MULTICOM’s first submitted
models for 74 ”all group” full-length targets. The curve for each method is fitted by
the second-degree polynomial regression function. The area under the curve for each
method is calculated and shown on the top left. The larger area indicates the better
capacity of model selection.
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Figure 5.7: Tertiary structure prediction for T0966. (A) The distribution of GDT-TS
scores of 146 server models. (B) The plot of the true GDT-TS scores of models against
their predicted ranking by MULTICOM. The point highlighted in red is the top model
selected by DeepRank. (C) The native structure of target T0966 (PDB code: 5w6l).
(D) The top selected model. (E) The final first MULTICOM model (TS1).
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5.4.3 Comparison of different contact-based ab initio model-
ing methods on FM targets
To evaluate how predicted contact distances improved template-free modeling, we
collected the top 5 models predicted by five ab initio modeling methods (CONFOLD2,
RosettaCon - Rosetta with contacts, UniCon3D with contacts, FUSION with contacts,
and Rosetta without contacts) for all domains that MULTICOM considered them as
”hard”. Figure 5.8 shows that the GDT-TS scores of the ab initio models generally
increase as the accuracy of contact prediction becomes higher for each method. This
upward trend is most significant for CONFOLD2 and the correlation between the
contact accuracy and the GDT-TS score of CONFOLD2 models is 0.578. This is
expected because CONFOLD2 is the only pure contact distance-driven modeling
method in the group and contact distances play a direct and dominant role in its
modeling, while they only play an indirect role in the other three modeling methods
assisted by contact predictions.
The average GDT-TS score and TM-score were also calculated for each method
on the free-modeling targets. The models generated by RosettaCon has the highest
average GDT-TS score of 0.376 and CONFOLD2 has the second highest average score
of 0.356, followed by Rosetta, FUSION, and UniCon3D. It is interesting to note that
CONFOLD2 started to work better than RosettaCon when top L/5 contact predictions
reached a high accuracy (e.g., 80%). When the accuracy of contact prediction was
lower, RosettaCon worked somewhat better than CONFOLD2 probably because the
extra structural fragment information and its advanced energy function made some
difference. The comparison of RosettaCon and Rosetta shows a 15.3% increase of
GDT-TS score by using contact distance restraints, demonstrating that predicted
contacts can significantly improve the fragment-assembly modeling.
Figure 5.9 shows a successful ab initio modeling example (a domain of target
T1000) for which no significant templates were identified. For the FM domain of T1000
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(residues 282-523), the accuracy of top L/5 predicted contacts is 100%, top L 79% and
top 2L 50%. CONFOLD2 successfully built a complicated α-helix+β-sheet+α-helix
model for the domain with TM-score of 0.8 and GDT-TS of 0.64, while RosettaCon
failed to generate a correct topology (i.e., TM-score = 0.33 < 0.5 threshold). This
example shows that the pure contact distance driven method such as CONFOLD2
can build high-quality structural models of complicated topology for large domains if
a sufficient number of accurate contact predictions are provided.
Figure 5.8: The modeling performance of contact-based ab initio modeling methods
versus the predicted contact accuracy (L/5 contacts) in CASP13. Each point represents
the modeling accuracy in terms of GDT-TS score versus the accuracy of predicted
contacts for a method. The colors represent different modeling methods. Rosetta
without contacts (purple) was included for comparison. The averaged GDT-TS score
and TM-score of five methods on the all CASP13 targets are summarized in the
top-right table.
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Figure 5.9: A successful ab initio modeling example (a domain of target T1000) for
which no significant templates were identified. For the FM domain of T1000 (residues
282-523), the accuracy of top L/5 predicted contacts is 100%, top L 79% and top 2L
50%. CONFOLD2 successfully built a complicated α-helix+β-sheet+α-helix model
for the domain with TM-score of 0.8 and GDT-TS of 0.64, while RosettaCon failed to
generate a correct topology (i.e., TM-score = 0.33 < 0.5 threshold). This example
shows that the pure contact distance driven method such as CONFOLD2 can build
high-quality structural models of complicated topology for large domains if a sufficient
number of accurate contact predictions are provided.
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5.4.4 Impact of domain parsing on structure prediction and
model ranking
Protein domain identification is an important component in the MULTICOM predic-
tors. When a target protein sequence was searched against a template library, the
domain regions that were homologous to templates were marked as ”template-based”
and modeled by the template-based modeling protocol. The unmarked regions were
modeled by the contact distance-based ab initio modeling methods. The domain
models were evaluated using the three QA methods and top models were assembled
into full-length structures as final predictions. For the human predictor, the domain
boundaries might be re-analyzed by taking the structural information of top ranked
server models into account. We assessed the impact of domain parsing on the structure
prediction of the CASP13 targets that were predicted as multi-domain proteins. The
final predicted models of these multi-domain targets and the models without domain
parsing were evaluated and compared according to the official domain definitions of
CASP13. Among the 90 CASP13 targets, 31 targets were modeled as multi-domain
by MULTICOM server predictors and 19 targets by MULTICOM human predictor.
Supplemental Table S7 reports the scores of the models using or not using domain
parsing. For the server predictors, the performance of structure prediction was sub-
stantially improved in terms of GDT-TS, TM-score and RMSD after the domain-based
modeling was applied. For the human predictor, the quality of final predictions was
also slightly improved when domain information was considered. And almost all the
improvement is significant.
5.4.5 What went right?
In CASP13, a main progress was to apply contact distance prediction and deep learning
to improve ab initio modeling. Predicted contacts were successfully utilized to guide
ab initio structure modeling for several hard targets that could never be modeled
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correctly before. Supplemental Figure S12 shows the models and scores of nine hard
targets that were folded into correct topology when the predicted contacts generated by
DNCON2 were rather accurate. Remarkably, a pure contact distance-driven modeling
method - CONFOLD2 can correctly predict complex folds of large domains if a
sufficient amount of accurate contact distance predictions is provided. Furthermore,
the inter-residue distance distribution predicted by DNCON2 (e.g., 6 A˚, 7.5 A˚, 8 A˚,
8.5 A˚ and 10 A˚) is valuable for structure prediction, demonstrated by the fact that
it helped improve the accuracy of final top L/5 contact predictions from 57.11% to
61.97% on CASP13 targets (supplemental Figure S13). Another main progress is that
MULTICOM performed better in ranking the models in CASP13 than in CASP12 due
to the application of deep learning and contact prediction. MULTICOM successfully
selected models that are identical or close to the best models for 28 targets (see the
distribution of loss of model selection for all the targets and two good examples in
supplemental Figure S14).
Moreover, we successfully tested a new heuristic method to apply domain-based
contact predictions to validate multi-domain template-based models. One such example
is T0996, a challenging template-based modeling target due to its very large size and
very weak homology with existing templates (Figure 5.10). It was recognized by
CASP13 as hard template-based target because only several weak partial templates
(e.g., PDB code: 5UW2, chain A) could be detected. MULTICOM server predictors
successfully divided T0996 into 7 domains and the predicted domain boundaries were
largely accurate compared to the official domain definition. Each domain region was
modeled through MULTICOM domain-based modeling pipeline. After the domain
models were assembled, the full-length structural model was evaluated by the predicted
contacts using ConEva [167]. The contacts in the model matched well with the
contacts predicted by DNCON2 domain by domain, confirming that both domain
parsing and structure modeling was largely correct (Figure 5.10). This contact-based
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validation approach was applied to all CASP13 targets during CASP13, providing a
complementary validation for structure modeling.
Figure 5.10: The successful modeling of a large multi-domain target T0996 and the
contact-based validation. The contacts (red) predicted by DNCON2 match with the
contacts (blue) in the template-based models domain by domain.
5.4.6 What went wrong?
Despite the significant progress of MULTICOM in CASP13, it has its several limitations.
The first limitation is in contact distance prediction. DNCON2 sometime failed to
generate a sufficient amount of accurate contact predictions to predict correct folds.
The problem is particularly severe when the number of effective homologous sequences
for a target is small (see supplemental Figure S15 for an example - T0998). One
possible reason is that it did not use a metagenomics sequence database [168] that
contains sequences not present in the non-redundant protein sequence database and
the latest HHblits database [15] to collect homologous sequences. Another possible
reason is the convolutional architecture used by DNCON2 is not deep enough in
comparison with some other approaches [53, 142, 9]. The second limitation is that
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only the coarse distance restraints derived from binary contacts at 8 A˚ threshold
were used with CONFOLD2 for ab initio modeling, without taking advantage of the
more detailed distance distribution spanning multiple distance thresholds predicted
by DNCON2, which limited its capability to build quality models [169].
The third limitation is that the deep learning-based quality assessment failed on
some targets. As shown in supplemental Figure S14 (B), DeepRank method performed
poorly with loss > 0.1 on 14 ”all groups” targets. The failed rankings are summarized
in supplemental Table S8 and Figure S16-S29. The results show that its performance
was worse on the free-modeling targets or hard-template targets than on other targets.
A possible reason is that a large portion of low-quality models in the pool and less
accurate features of measuring model quality (e.g., contact predictions) for the hard
targets hinders the performance of the deep learning ranking.
5.5 Conclusion and Future Work
Our CASP13 results demonstrate that residue-residue contact prediction, more gener-
ally distance prediction, is the key direction to advance protein structure prediction,
particularly ab initio prediction, and deep learning is the key technology to solve it.
Not only do accurate contact distance prediction and deep learning enhance ab initio
structure folding, but also model ranking for both template-based and free modeling.
In the future, we will develop more advanced deep learning methods to directly predict
real-value distances between residues and/or classify them into much finer intervals
than DNCON2 currently does. The more detailed distance predictions will be used to
more accurately fold proteins by the distance geometry [104, 10], simulated annealing
and advanced gradient descent optimization [170, 171] as well as to rank protein
models.
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5.6 The MULTICOM protein structure prediction
server empowered by deep learning and con-
tact distance prediction
Prediction of the three-dimensional (3D) structure of a protein from its sequence is
important for studying its biological function. With the advancement in deep learning
contact distance prediction and residue-residue co-evolutionary analysis, significant
progress have been made in both template-based and template-free protein structure
prediction in the last several years. Here, we provide a practical guide for our latest
MULTICOM protein structure prediction system built on top of the latest advances
rigorously tested in the 2018 CASP13 experiment. Its specific functionalities include:
(1) prediction of 1D structural features (secondary structure, solvent accessibility,
disordered regions) and 2D inter-residue contacts; (2) domain boundary prediction; (3)
template-based (or homology) 3D structure modeling; (4), contact distance-driven ab
initio 3D structure modeling; and (5) large-scale protein quality assessment enhanced
by deep learning and predicted contacts. The MULTICOM web server (http://
sysbio.rnet.missouri.edu/multicom_cluster/) presents all the 1D, 2D and 3D
prediction results and quality assessment to users via user-friendly web interfaces
and emails. The source code of the MULTICOM package is also available at https:
//github.com/multicom-toolbox/multicom.
The MULTICOM server was blindly tested in 2018 CASP13 experiment and
was ranked among top 10 servers. Compared with the existing servers such as I-
TASSER [172] and ROSETTA [6], MULTICOM generate a more comprehensive set
of predictions ranging from 1D features (secondary structures, solvent accessibility,
disorder regions, and domain boundaries), 2D inter-residue contact features, 3D
structures and templates, to the state-of-the-art quality assessment. These predictions
such as 2D contact maps and 3D models are visualized in a user-friendly format. The
cross-validation between 2D predicted contact maps and 3D models is unique. The
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ab initio modeling driven by contact distance prediction is also different from the
fragment assembly approach used in I-TASSER and ROSETTA servers. Therefore,
the MULTICOM server provides a unique, versatile tool for the community to predict
protein structures.
5.6.1 Materials
Input
Three types of information are required by the MULTICOM web server for protein
structure prediction: (1) target name; (2) user’s email address; and (3) one single-
lettered protein sequence. The target name identifies the job being submitted. The
prediction results will be sent to the user’s email address once the task is finished. The
protein sequence should be composed of 20 standard amino acids. Figure 5.11 shows
an input example (CASP13 target ”T0951”). All data in the input fields, including
the email address, target name and protein sequence should be verified by users before
clicking on the ’predict’ button.
Output
After the job is completed, the user receives two types of results through email: (1)
top 5 predicted protein structures with detailed atomic coordinates; and (2) a unique
web link for detailed results with visualization.
(1) The structure file attached in the email is in the standard Protein Data
Bank (PDB) textual file format, containing the atomic coordinates (i.e., x, y, z)
of each atom in the protein (http://predictioncenter.org/casp13/index.cgi?
page=format). The PDB file can be visualized using any viewer tools such as Chimera
[173], PyMOL [174], Rasmol [175], and Jmol (Jmol: an open-source Java viewer for
chemical structures in 3D. http://www.jmol.org/ ).
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Figure 5.11: The input web page of MULTICOM web server.
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(2) The user will also receive one unique web link associated with the job identifier
that the user provided. JavaScript enabled in the web browser is required to view
the 3D structures in the web page. The recommended browsers are: Google Chrome,
FireFox, Safari or Internet Explorer. Several predicted protein features are presented,
including predicted secondary structure, solvent accessibility, disorder regions and
predicted domain boundaries. The top 5 predicted structures, and their match with
the predicted contact in terms of top L, top L/5, top L/2 and top 2L long-range
contacts (see Note 1) are also visualized. Figure 5.12 shows an example of the
detailed results for Target ”T0951”. More details will be described in the Method
section.
Figure 5.12: The MULTICOM web server’s prediction for CASP13 target ”T0951”.
The brown boxes denote the annotations of 10 different kinds of contents.
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Availability
The MULTICOM web server is freely available at http://sysbio.rnet.missouri.
edu/multicom_cluster/. The source code and tool packages are available at https:
//github.com/multicom-toolbox/multicom. Prediction time depends on several
factors, including server load, length of the input sequence, and difficulty of the query
(i.e., whether good templates can be found).
5.6.2 Methods
This section provides a step-by-step tutorial on how to use the MULTICOM server
for protein structure prediction and how to interpret the predicted results.
Submit the sequence
1. Open a web browser such as Google Chrome and type the address http://
sysbio.rnet.missouri.edu/multicom_cluster/. User will be taken to the
homepage as shown in Figure 5.11.
2. In the section ’Email address’, input the e-mail address that the results will be
sent to.
3. In the section ’Target name’, input the name for the protein sequence. A duplicate
name can be accepted in case the user wants to reproduce the predictions. We
recommend a target name with a short length.
4. In the ’Protein sequence’ section, enter a protein sequence by copying the query
sequence to the textbox. Non-standard amino acids (i.e., J, O, B, U) and any
special characters (i.e., $, *) or white space characters will be removed from the
sequence automatically. Both upper or lower-case letters of protein sequence are
accepted and lower-case letters will be converted to upper-case automatically.
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5. Press the ’Predict’ button to submit a job. Once the job is received, the user will
receive a confirmation email with the subject ’Job submission to MULTICOM’.
The email includes the result link that the user can use to check the prediction
results. The home page will also be directed to the waiting status page and the
result will be shown once the job is completed. The user will also be notified
through email when the job is completed. It may take hours or even longer for
the results to be ready.
Acquire the predictions
Once the server completes the prediction, the results link will be sent to the corre-
sponding e-mail address. The user can click the link and view/download the predicted
results for the input sequence, as shown in Figure 5.12. The details of results are
summarized as follows:
1. The entire predicted results can be downloaded as a file from the link shown in
Box 1 in Figure 5.12.
2. The predicted secondary structure, solvent accessibility and disordered regions
for the input sequence are provided in Box 2, 3, 4 and 5. The secondary
structure and solvent accessibility are predicted by SSpro/ACCpro [16], showing
the putative 3-state secondary structure for each residue in the protein sequence,
including alpha-helix (H), beta-strand (E) and coil (C). The disorder region is
predicted by PreDisorder [17]. The disordered residues are marked as T, while
the ordered residues are marked as N.
3. The predicted domain boundary in the protein sequence is visualized in Box 6.
The domain boundary is parsed from the target-template sequence alignments.
If the protein is identified as a multi-domain protein, the user can select a specific
domain for detailed results that are shown in Box 7 in Figure 5.13, otherwise,
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the link for full-length results will be shown in Box 7 in Figure 5.12. The
predictions for each individual domain will be reported, including the template
information, predicted contact maps and predicted domain structures, as shown
in Figure 5.13.
4. In the 3D prediction section, the predicted tertiary structures by MULTICOM
are visualized in the JSmol viewer, as shown in Box 8. The predicted structure
can be viewed in 3D orientation by moving the mouse pointer to the JSmol
screen and holding down the left-click mouse. More options are available by
right-clicking the mouse including downloading the structure file or changing
the visualization configuration. More detailed information for using JSmol can
be found in http://wiki.jmol.org/index.php/Main_Page. The structural
quality predicted by our quality assessment method, DeepRank [4], is provided
along with the tertiary structure.
5. The predicted tertiary structure will be cross-validated by the predicted contacts
using ConEva [167]. The match between predicted tertiary structures and
predicted contacts made by deep learning is visualized in Box 9. The user
can slide the window to view the comparison of top L/5, top L/2, top L, top
2L predicted long-range contacts (i.e., sequence distance ≥ 24) one by one
(see Note 1 for more details). In the contact map, the blue points are the
residue contact derived from the predicted structure, and the red points show
the contacts predicted from the sequence by deep learning. If the red points and
blue points match very well (i.e., high precision), the quality of both tertiary
structure predictions and contact predictions is expected to be good. Generally,
a larger number of effective sequences in the sequence alignment is an indicator
if the contacts are accurately predicted. The contact matching accuracy and the
sequence alignment information is also provided for reference.
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6. If the homologous templates are identified and used for structure modeling, the
alignments between target protein and templates are reported in the Box 10.
The image shows the coverage of the templates aligned with the target protein.
The detailed alignments can be viewed by clicking the button ’View multiple
sequence alignment’.
Figure 5.13: The native structure (shown in green color) and MULTICOM-predicted
structure (shown in blue color) superimposed using Chimera for target T0951 (PDB
code: 5z82)
5.6.3 Case Studies
In this section, we will use two cases to illustrate the results that the MULTICOM
server can provide. The two examples cover the four categories of protein structure
modeling, including single-domain modeling (i.e., T0951), multi-domain modeling
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(i.e., T1022s1), template-based modeling (i.e., T0951, T1022s1: Domain 1), and
template-free domain modeling (i.e., T1022s1: Domain 0).
Single-domain protein (T0951)
The first example is the CASP13 target T0951 (http://predictioncenter.org/
casp13/target.cgi?id=25&view=all). According to the official domain defini-
tions of CASP13 (http://predictioncenter.org/casp13/domains_summary.cgi),
T0951 was classified as a single-domain template-based target (see Note 1 in the
Notes Section), and the PDB ID for this protein is 5z82. To predict the structure of
T0951, its protein sequence consisting of 276 residues in a single line was copied and
supplied as input to the MULTICOM web server as shown in Figure 5.11. After
providing the target name (i.e., T0951) and email address (i.e., email@email.com), the
job was submitted. MULTICOM server accepted the job and started to predict the 3D
structure for the target. Once the task was completed, an email was sent to the email
address and the results were visualized in the web page (Figure 5.12). Based on the
results that MULTICOM server provided, the prediction of secondary structure and
solvent accessibility is provided in Box 3 & 4, and the protein contains disordered
regions at the N-terminal and C-terminal (see Box 5). MULTICOM identified multi-
ple significant templates (see Note 2) for this protein (see Box 10) that covered the
full-length target sequence, suggesting that the protein was a single-domain protein
(or a single modeling unit covered by at least one complete template) (see Box 6).
The predicted 3D structure was visualized in the Box 8. Additionally, the predicted
structure was evaluated by the contacts predicted by the deep learning method using
ConEva (see Box 9). Since the number of effective sequences for the target protein is
very high (i.e., 8941), the prediction of contacts can be generally considered as accurate
and convincing. If the contacts in the model matched well with the predicted contacts
(i.e., the accuracy of long-range top L/5 contacts is 100.0%) (see Note 3), the quality
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of the predicted structure can be also considered as largely correct. MULTICOM
also provides the results of the top 5 predicted structures. Compared with the native
structure of the target (see Note 4), the TM-score and RMSD of the top 1 predicted
structure is 0.9772 and 0.967, respectively, indicating that the prediction is accurate.
The predicted structure and the native structure are superimposed and visualized in
Chimera (Figure 5.13).
Multi-domain protein (T1022s1)
The second example is the CASP13 target T1022s1 (http://predictioncenter.org/
casp13/target.cgi?id=185&view=all). According to the official domain definitions
of CASP13 (http://predictioncenter.org/casp13/domains_summary.cgi), the
target T1022s1 was classified as two-domain protein, where the first domain is a free-
modeling (FM) domain (position: 1-157) and the second domain is a template-based
modeling (TBM) domain (position: 158-224) (see Note 1). To predict the structure
of the protein target T1022s1, its protein sequence of 229 residues in a single line
was copied and supplied as input to the MULTICOM web server. After providing
the target name (i.e., T1022s1) and email address (i.e., email@email.com), the job
was submitted to MULTICOM server. Once the task was completed, the results
link was sent to the user’s email and the results were visualized in the web page as
shown in Figure 5.14. Based on the results that MULTICOM server provided, the
protein was predicted as two-domain protein (see Box 6), where the first domain
was predicted from the position 1-167 and the second domain ranged from 168-229,
which is largely correct. MULTICOM predicted the structures of the two domains
individually. The detailed results for each domain can be viewed through the Box 7.
For instance, the predicted structures of the first domain were visualized in the Figure
5.15. For this domain, MULTICOM treated it as a ”hard” domain since no significant
templates were identified. The structure was predicted using contact distance-based
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ab initio modeling methods (i.e., CONFOLD2). Similar to the full-length predictions,
the predicted structure of the domain was evaluated by the predicted contacts using
ConEva. For the second domain, as shown in Figure 5.16, MULTICOM predicted
the structure of this domain using template-based modeling approaches because the
significant template for this domain was found. The good match between the contacts
derived from the predicted structure and the predicted contacts by deep learning also
suggests that the prediction is reasonable because the good accuracy of predicted
contacts was expected due to a large number of effective sequence (i.e., 1808). Finally,
the structures of two domains were combined into a full-length structure which was
visualized as Box 8 in the Figure 5.14.
Figure 5.14: The MULTICOM web server’s prediction for CASP13 target T1022s1.
The orange boxes annotate different prediction results. The target was predicted to
have two domains.
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Figure 5.15: The MULTICOM web server’s prediction for the first domain of T1022s1.
5.6.4 Notes
A pair of residues in sequence is defined to be in contact when the distance between
their C atoms (Cα in case of GLY) in the three-dimensional structure is less than
8.0 A˚. The contacts with a separation of at least 24 residues along the sequence are
defined as ’long-range’ contacts. The top L, top L/5, top L/2, and top 2L contacts
can be derived when the contact pairs are ranked by the predicted probabilities from
the high to low (L is the length of the protein).
The significance of a template against the target sequence is defined by the e-value,
which is generated by using an alignment tool like HHsearch [80] to search the query
against the template library. Usually, a low e-value means that the template sequence
has high similarity to the target sequence. The accuracy of contacts is defined as the
percentage of correctly predicted contacts among the selected contacts. Specifically,
the accuracy is calculated by the equation TP
TP+FP
, where the true positives (TP) refers
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Figure 5.16: The MULTICOM web server’s prediction for the second domain of
T1022s1.
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to the predicted contacts that are correct, and false positives (FP) are the incorrectly
predicted contacts.
TM-score, RMSD (average root mean square distance between the corresponding
Ca atoms), and GDT-TS score are commonly used metrics to compare and evaluate
protein structure predictions [132]. The online version of the TM-score tool that can
compare the structures of the same protein is available at http://zhanglab.ccmb.
med.umich.edu/TM-score/. TM-score tool can also be downloaded for local use.
MULTICOM server usually takes 1∼2 days to finish a prediction. The execution
time depends not only on the protein size, but also on the computational resources.
Currently our server processes up to two sequences at the same time, and extra tasks
will be waiting in the queue. The MULTICOM standalone package is also available
for local installation, which is recommended if users want to predict structures for a
large number of sequences.
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Chapter 6
SAXSDom: Modeling multidomain
protein structures using
small-angle X-ray scattering data
6.1 Abstract
Many proteins are composed of several domains that pack together into a complex
tertiary structure. Some multidomain proteins can be challenging for protein structure
modeling, particularly those for which templates can be found for the domains but
not for the entire sequence. In such cases, homology modeling can generate high
quality models of the domains but not for the assembled protein. Small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) reports on the solution structural properties of proteins and has
the potential for guiding homology modeling of multidomain proteins. In this work,
we describe a novel multidomain protein assembly modeling method, SAXSDom,
that integrates experimental knowledge from SAXS with probabilistic Input-Output
Hidden Markov model (IOHMM). Four SAXS-based scoring functions were developed
and tested, and the method was evaluated on multidomain proteins from two public
datasets. Incorporation of SAXS information improved the accuracy of domain
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assembly for 40 out of 46 CASP multidomain protein targets and 45 out of 73
multidomain protein targets from the AIDA dataset. The results demonstrate that
SAXS data can provide useful information to improve the accuracy of domain-domain
assembly. The source code and tool package are available at http://github.com/
multicom-toolbox/SAXSDom. The supplemental material can be found at: https:
//www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/559617v1.supplementary-material
6.2 Introduction
Most proteins contain multiple domains. Vogel et al. define a protein domain as an
”independent, evolutionary unit that can form a single-domain protein or be part of
one or more different multidomain proteins” [176]. Protein domains range in length
from about 40 to 500 amino acids, with 100 residues being the most frequent domain
length [177, 178]. Obviously, the three-dimensional arrangement of domains within
the folded protein - domain architecture - is central to the function of multidomain
proteins.
Multidomain proteins present unique challenges to protein structure modeling.
The most difficult case occurs when templates can be found only for the domains
but not for the entire sequence. In this case, most computational methods adopt a
”divide and conquer” strategy in which the sequence is parsed into domains, and the
three-dimensional structures of the domains are predicted with either comparative
(homology) structure modeling [179, 180] or de novo structure prediction [18, 181] on
individual domains. The predicted structures of domains are subsequently assembled
into a full-length structural model using a variety of approaches, such as treating
the problem as special case of protein-protein docking, [182, 183, 184] using protein
folding algorithms to predict the conformation of the linkers between rigid domains,
[5, 185] and the use of ab initio folding potentials. [186] Despite these advances, the
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modeling of multidomain protein structures remains an ongoing area of research.
The use of experimental restraints has the potential to improve the accuracy of
predicting multidomain protein structures. Cross-linking/mass spectrometry and small-
angle X-ray (SAXS) scattering are two notable examples of experimental methods
that provide distance information that can be combined with structure modeling into
so-called ”hybrid” methods. [187, 188, 189] In particular, the explosion of biological
SAXS over the last 5-10 years [190, 191, 192, 193] suggests that it may be especially
impactful in hybrid methods. SAXS provides solution structural information in the
form of the radius of gyration (Rg), the maximum particle dimension, and the electron
pair distance distribution function (P(r)). Furthermore, SAXS provides information
about the molecular mass in solution, oligomeric state, and quaternary structure.
[194] Several groups have integrated SAXS data into their protein structure prediction
pipeline. [195, 196, 197, 198] Also, in the recent Critical Assessment of Protein
Structure Prediction (CASP) competition, SAXS information was incorporated into
the data-assisted category that aimed to assess the potential of integrating SAXS data
with protein structure prediction methods for protein folding. [188] Most CASP12
approaches utilized SAXS as additional driving restraints involving (1) the goodness-
of-fit between the experimental SAXS curve and those computed from models; (2)
comparison of the experimental P(r) to the P(r) histogram calculated from the model;
and (3) Rg as a restraint on the size of the structure. Although SAXS-based hybrid
modeling holds great promise, more research is needed to determine the best ways to
fully leverage the experimental information from SAXS in protein structure modeling.
In this work, we investigated the use of restraints from SAXS multidomain assembly.
We developed a novel framework to systematically integrate the probabilistic approach
for protein conformational sampling with SAXS-assisted structure folding. Our method
applies probabilistic Input-Output Hidden Markov model and Monte Carlo sampling to
simulate the domain-domain orientation with SAXS related energies enforced, so that it
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can generate near-native structures that have low free energy and good agreement with
the SAXS curve. In addition, we examined the correlation between the SAXS scoring
functions and structural qualities (i.e., RMSD) on the CASP proteins, which shows the
effectiveness of SAXS data in the structural analysis. Our method shows a significant
improvement in domain assembly and structure folding after incorporating SAXS
information as additional energies to the physics-based force field, which demonstrates
the promise of using SAXS data in computational protein structure modeling.
6.3 Methods
6.3.1 Benchmark sets
To assess how well each SAXS-based pseudo-energy function correlates with structural
quality (i.e., RMSD), [132] we collected predicted structural models generated for
protein targets that were tested in the 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th Critical Assessments
of Structure Prediction (CASP) experiments. [136] The proteins whose experimental
structures were available were selected for preliminary analysis. The dataset contains
112,050 models corresponding to 428 single-domain and multidomain proteins; the
detailed statistics are provided in Supporting Information Table S3.
In addition, we evaluated our method on the two types of datasets to validate the
effectiveness of SAXS data in protein domain assembly. The first dataset contains
multidomain proteins from CASP8-12 whose experimental structures are available.
The domain definition (i.e., number of domains and the domain boundaries) of each
protein was determined by CASP assessors. [199] Since our method requires continuous
domains as input, the domains with chain breaks (defined as distance of adjacent
CA-CA atoms larger than 4 ) were removed from the dataset. Finally, we collected 51
CASP multidomain proteins for the domain assembly analysis. The length of domain
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linkers among the 51 proteins ranges from 5 to 21. We randomly selected 5 targets to
determine the weights for the SAXS terms of the target function. The remaining 46
targets were used to compare the performance of different SAXS scoring functions for
domain assembly. The structures of individual domains for all 51 CASP targets were
directly derived from their native protein structures and were further used for domain
assembly.
The second dataset is a collection of two-domain proteins curated in the Ab initio
Domain Assembly (AIDA) server. [186] The number of domains in each protein was
determined by DomainParser. [158] Unlike using the native domain structures for
assembly in the CASP dataset, we first used our MULTICOM tertiary structure system
[21] to predict the structures of individual domains of proteins from their homology
templates. The domains whose predicted structures have TM-score > 0.9 against their
native structures were selected for domain assembly. Finally, MULTICOM successfully
predicted high-quality models for domains of 73 proteins in the AIDA dataset. The
length of domain linkers in 73 proteins ranges from 5 to 15. The predicted structures
were used for domain assembly analysis.
6.3.2 Domain-Domain orientation driven by united-residue
model and probabilistic sampling
Given individual domain structures for a protein sequence, our method first converts
the polypeptide chains of domains into united-residue representation as described in the
UNRES model. [18, 200] In the UNRES model, the backbone of the polypeptide chain
is approximated by a sequence of α-carbon atoms linked by virtual bonds, and the
conformation of the protein chain is determined by virtual bond lengths (bCαi), virtual
bond angles (θi), virtual bond dihedral angles (τi) among adjacent α-carbon atoms
(Figure 6.1). In addition, the united side chains are attached to the α-carbon atoms
where two side-chain angles (δi and γi) and a virtual-bond length (bSCi) determine
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the location of side chain. The six variables parameterize the geometry of α-carbon
(Cαi) and side-chain (SCi) at the i
th residue of a polypeptide chain in conformation
space. We used Input-Output Hidden Markov Model (IOHMM) that was trained in
our previous work [18] to sample the virtual-bond lengths and virtual-bond torsion
angles given the predicted secondary structure in the linker regions. Each cycle of
Monte Carlo sampling generates one acceptance move for domain-domain orientation
using simulated annealing. The structures of the individual domains are unchanged
during sampling (i.e., treated as rigid bodies). Thus, the conformation of the linker
regions can be conditionally resampled given the known prior structural information
of the domains based on the probabilistic model, which can predict more accurate
local structural preferences of linkers than random sampling and potentially reduce
the number of local movements in conformational space to achieve convergence.
Our method implements the domain assembly based on the following steps. Given
the full-length sequence of a protein, we first predict the sequence’s 8-class secondary
structure using SSpro. [16] Then we sample the united-residue conformation for the
entire polypeptide chain using IOHMM model for structure initialization. After the
conformation is initialized, the torsion angles and virtual-bond lengths of α-carbon and
its side chain atoms at each position of residues in the full-length polypeptide chain are
updated according to their geometry in the pre-determined domain structures. The
regions whose structure information are not provided in the provided domain structures
are considered as linkers that anchors between domains together. The conformation
of the linker regions is are then sampled using the IOHMM model and orients the
domain structures using simulated annealing algorithm to generated structure models
with lowest structural energy, as depicted in the Figure 6.1. Therefore, our method
can be applied to assemble any number of domains for multidomain proteins.
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6.3.3 Integrating physics-based force field with SAXS restraints
for domain-domain assembly
Our method adopts the united-residue physics-based force field that was defined in
our previous work to represent the energy of a united-residue peptide chain. [18] The
physics energy includes the mean free energy of hydrophobic (hydrophilic) interactions
between side chains (Esciscj), excluded-volume potential of side-chain and peptide
group interaction (Escipj), and the backbone peptide group interaction to represent
the average electrostatic interaction (Epipj) for any pair of residues in the i
th and jth
positions in the polypeptide chain, as represented in Equation 6.1:
Ephysics = wsc ∗ ΣjΣi<jEsciscj + wsc·p ∗ ΣjΣi 6=jEscipj + wel ∗ ΣjΣi<jEpipj . (6.1)
Unlike our earlier approach that generated chain conformation based on stepwise
sampling of foldon units, our current method only samples the conformation of the
linker regions and keeps the structures of the domains fixed. Therefore, the physics-
based force field of intra-domain interactions is stable during conformation sampling,
and the energy of chain conformation is only affected by the interactions of all inter-
domain residues (i.e., interaction interface) and all linker residues, where the physics
energy can be further represented as in Equation 6.1:
Ephysics = E
(intra−domain)
physics + E
(inter−domain)
physics + E
(linker)
physics (6.2)
It is worth noting that the energy of hydrophobic (hydrophilic) interactions between
side chains of linker residues plays an important role in the protein folding and domain-
domain movement. [201] Studies showed that the average residue hydrophobicity
(hydrophilicity) is largely influenced by the size of linkers, where longer linkers are
more hydrophilic and exposed so that they induced larger domain motions in the
conformation space. Inversely, smaller linkers showed more hydrophobic character,
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which may significantly restrain the domain-domain movement. [202]
We introduced additional energy terms corresponding to the SAXS restraints for
the total energy calculation, defined as:
Esaxs = Esaxs·IntF it + Esaxs·χ + Esaxs·Pr + Esaxs·Rg (6.3)
The first term in the SAXS energy, Esaxs·IntF it, represents the normalized fitness
between the experimental SAXS intensity and computed intensity from the models,
which is defined as:
Esaxs·IntF it = wsaxs·IntF it ∗ Σ
N
i=1|Iexp(qi)− Imodel(qi)|
ΣNi=1|Iexp(qi)|
(6.4)
In Equation 6.4, Iexp(q) is the experimental SAXS intensity and Imodel(q) is the
theoretical SAXS intensity calculated from decoys . We employ the same strategy as
FoXS [203, 204] to calculate Imodel(q) and to determine the best fit between Imodel(q)
and Imodel(q) by minimizing the χ function:
χ =
√
1
N
ΣNi=1(
Iexp(qi)− cImodel(qi)
σ(qi)
)2 (6.5)
In Equation 6.5, σ(q) is the experimental error of the measured SAXS profile, N is
the number of points in the profile, and c is the scale factor determined from linear
least-squares analysis to derive the minimum value of χ. The second term in the SAXS
energy function, includes χ as an additional score term to account for the degree of
SAXS profile matching and is defined as follows:
Esaxs·χ = wsaxs·χ ∗ χ (6.6)
The third term in the SAXS energy function, Esaxs·Pr, represents the Kullback-Leibler
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divergence between the pairwise atom-atom distance distribution function P(r) derived
from the experimental SAXS profile and the pair distance distribution computed from
the model, which is defined as:
Esaxs·Pr = wsaxs·Pr ∗ ΣNi=1Prmodel(ri) ∗ log
Prmodel(ri)
Prexp(ri)
(6.7)
The experimental P(r) is calculated from the experimental SAXS intensity curve using
an indirect Fourier transform along with an assumption of the maximum particle size
(dmax). [205, 206] The pair distance distribution of the protein structure is directly
calculated from its atomic coordinates.
The last term in the SAXS energy function, Esaxs·Rg, is a penalty function based
the agreement between experimental Rg and the Rg calculated from the protein model:
Esaxs·Rg = wsaxs·Rg ∗ |RGexp −RGmodel|
RGexp
(6.8)
The SAXS-related quantities (i.e., SAXS intensity, P(r) and Rg ) described above
were calculated using algorithms implemented in the Integrated Modeling Platform
(IMP) package. [207]
We adopted the same weight configuration for the physics-based force field en-
ergy terms listed in Equation 6.1 as our previous method, [18] where wsc=1.00000,
wsc·p=2.73684, and wel=0.06833. For the SAXS energy terms described in the Equation
6.3, we set wχ=10, wsaxs·fit=700, wsaxs·Pr=700, and wsaxs·Rg=700 after experimenting
with several weights on the small training proteins.
In summary, the energy for a multidomain polypeptide chain in our method is:
Etotal = E
intra−domain
physics + E
inter−domain
physics + E
linker
physics + Esaxs (6.9)
In addition to the four SAXS-related scoring functions as defined in Equation
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(6.4-6.8), we also experimented with ten other SAXS-based scoring functions based
on the agreement between the experimental SAXS profiles and those computed from
models (functions 5-14 of Table S1).
Since the physics-based energies are calculated from united-residue models, but
the SAXS energy calculations require the full-atom representation with at least a
Cα-trace, we reconstruct the Cα-trace and side chains from the united- residue protein
representation using PULCHRA [208] to generate full-atom protein models for SAXS
energy calculation. In order to speed up SAXS fitting and computation, the functions
of FoXS, [203] PULCHRA [208] and IMP [207] have been incorporated into our system
instead of calling them as external programs during sampling.
We used simulated annealing Monte Carlo to search for the lowest-energy assembled
multidomain conformation. Since only the linker regions are resampled during domain-
domain orientation, the sampling space is significantly reduced. The number of
Monte Carlo cycles for each linker is set to the number of residues in linker times
100. Given an assembled protein decoy in each cycle, the total energy, including
the physics- and SAXS-based energies, is calculated and compared to the energy of
previous conformation. The domain movement is accepted or rejected according to the
probability proportional to α = min(1, e(−∆E)/t), where the ∆E represents the energy
change for each domain movement, and t is the temperature of simulated annealing.
6.4 Results Discussion
6.4.1 Evaluation of different SAXS profile matching score
functions
We first tested several SAXS scoring functions to identify those that correlate best
with the structural quality of a predicted model. Fourteen functions were considered,
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Figure 6.1: Parameterization of conformation in linker regions and overall shape match
with SAXS data.
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including the four described in detail above (Equations 6.4, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8) and ten more
shown in Table S1. The test set consisted of the predicted server models of 428 targets
from CASP8 to CASP11 (Table S3). Theoretical SAXS curves (I(q)) were calculated
from both the experimental structures and the predicted models using FoXS, [203] and
the resulting SAXS curves were used to calculate distance distribution functions (P(r))
using GNOM. [209] For each predicted model, we generated SAXS data from both
the full-atom and Cα-atom structure. Model quality was expressed as the Cα Root
Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) between the model and its experimental structure.
The Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) between the RMSD and each of the
14 SAXS scores of all the predicted models for each protein was calculated, and the
averaged correlations over the 428 targets are listed in Table S1 (full-atom model)
and Table S2 (Cα-atom model). Three SAXS scores stood out from the others. The
P(r)-based function (score 2), Rg agreement function (score 3), and the normalized I(q)
fitness function (score 5) showed the highest correlation with RMSD, with averaged
PCCs of 0.6, 0.7, and 0.59, respectively when using the full-atom treatment (Table
S1). The use of Cα-atom models led to a similar result, with scores 2, 3, and 5
outperforming the others (Table S2). This result is potentially useful, since Cα-trace
modeling is typically faster than all-atom modeling. The averaged PCCs for the three
best functions are shown in Figure 6.2. Since the χ function is a common metric for
comparison of scattering curves for SAXS, we include it for comparison in Figure 6.2.
Note that the χ score (score 1 in Table S1) achieved relatively low correlations of 0.47
and 0.38 for full-atom and Cα-atom models, respectively. Based on these results, we
included the three top performing score functions (Equations 6.4, 6.7, 6.8) as SAXS
energies in the SAXSdom domain assembly calculations described below.
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Figure 6.2: Average Pearson correlation coefficient between the structural quality
(RMSD) and the SAXS score functions derived from (a) full-atom and (b) Cα atom
models of protein structure. Analysis was done based on the predicted models from
CASP8-11.
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6.4.2 Performance of SAXSDom in assembling 46 CASP mul-
tidomain proteins
In order to validate the improvement of domain assembly obtained by incorporating
SAXS information, we first developed a baseline approach, SAXSDom-abinitio, which
used only the united-residue physics based force field (Equation 1) and did not
incorporate any SAXS information. We then tested five SAXS-based approaches
that adopted four different SAXS energy terms either alone or in combination. The
results using the SAXS functions individually are labeled as SAXSDom(Esaxs·IntF it),
SAXSDom(Esaxs·Pr), and SAXSDom(Esaxs·Rg), and SAXSDom(Esaxs·χ). Note these
metrics correspond to the top performing functions identified in the previous section,
plus the historical SAXS χ statistic. Results obtained when using all four SAXS
functions in combination are denoted SAXSDom(Esaxs). All SAXSDom methods
were employed to assemble domains for 46 CASP multidomain proteins, and each
method generated 50 full-length decoys for each protein. For each protein, the initial
coordinates of each domain were directly derived from the experimental structure, and
the secondary structure of the full-length protein sequence was predicted by SCRATCH.
[210] The ”experimental” SAXS intensity profile was calculated by FoXS from the
experimental structure. After 50 decoys were generated, we assessed model quality
with Qprob [113] to rank the assembled models. (Qprob estimates the prediction error
using several physicochemical, structural and energy feature scores, and then uses
the combination of probability density distribution of the errors for the global quality
assessment.) Each domain assembly method was evaluated based on the averaged
TM-score and RMSD of the Qprob-ranked best model, best in top five models, and
best in all 50 models for the 46 proteins. The results for the six methods are reported
in the Table 6.1 and Figure 6.3.
Incorporation of SAXS information clearly improved the accuracy of domain
assembly. For example, whether one considers either the best model, best in top five
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models, or the best in 50 models, the averaged TM-score and RMSD of the assembled
models are consistently better when SAXS information is included compared to
using only the physics-based force field (Table 6.1). The P-value for the difference
between the SAXS-based method and ab initio modeling according to TM-score and
RMSD are reported in Table S4. For instance, the method SAXSDom(Esaxs), which
combines all four SAXS energy terms during conformation sampling, outperforms the
method SAXSDom-abinitio by 9.59% (ie., 0.80−0.73
0.73
), 11.84%, 11.25% of TM-score and
38.52%, 46.21%, 46.73% of RMSD for top one, best of five, and best of 50 models
respectively, as shown in Table 6.1. Figure 6.3 shows the performance of five
SAXSDom methods with different SAXS energies and SAXSDom-abinitio method
evaluated on the best of 50 assembled models based on the RMSD, TM-score, and
SAXS χ score. According to the evaluation, as shown in Figure 6.3(A), the method
SAXSDom(Esaxs) outperforms the SAXSDom-abinitio in 40 out of 46 proteins in
terms of RMSD and TM-score. We also evaluated the distribution of SAXS χ scores
for all generated models. As expected, the SAXS χ scores of assembled models using
SAXS information were lower than that of models built by ab initio sampling. As
shown in the plot, the distribution of SAXSDom(Esaxs) consistently shifted to lower
SAXS χ score compared with SAXSDom-abinitio. Figure 6.3 (B), (C), (D) and
(E) show the performance of domain assembly using four individual SAXS energy
terms and their comparison with performance of ab initio sampling.
Altogether, these results show that incorporating SAXS information as additional
energies for conformational sampling can improve the accuracy of the domain assembly.
6.4.3 Performance of SAXSDom in AIDA multidomain pro-
teins using predicted domain structures
We also assessed the performance of SAXSDom using 73 multidomain proteins which
were originally curated for evaluating the ab initio domain assembly approach AIDA.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of five SAXSDom approaches with the SAXSDom-abinitio
method (does not use SAXS) on the best 50 assembled models. (A) SAXSDom (Esaxs)
versus SAXSDom-abinitio (Left plot: TM scores of SAXSDom (Esaxs), models versus
TM scores of SAXSDom-abinitio models; Middle plot: RMSD of the models of the
two methods; Right plot: Distribution of χ score of all assembled models for 46
proteins by two methods (mark the 2 curves in the plot). (B) SAXSDom (Esaxs·χ)
versus SAXSDom-abinitio. (C) SAXSDom (Esaxs·Pr) versus SAXSDom-abinitio. (D)
SAXSDom (Esaxs·Rg) versus SAXSDom-abinitio. (E) SAXSDom (Esaxs·IntF it) versus
SAXSDom-abinitio.
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[186] In our work, the domain structures for these 73 proteins were predicted by the
MULTICOM tertiary structure prediction method and then further assembled using
our protocol. SAXSDom then generated 50 assembled decoys using the reference
SAXS intensities derived from the native structures of full-length proteins. Qprob was
then used to re-rank the 50 models. The same protocol was applied to SAXSDom-
abinitio to generate 50 decoys for the 73 proteins. The accuracy of top Qprob-ranked
models (i.e., best model, best of five, best of 50 models) were subsequently evaluated
according to TM-score and RMSD. We also compared our methods with another two
state-of-art structure modeling approaches, Modeller [5] and AIDA. [186]. For each
protein, Modeller and AIDA also generated 50 decoys which were ranked according to
their default energies. The qualities of top ranked models generated by Modeller and
AIDA were also evaluated and compared to our methods.
Table 6.2 reports the averaged TM-score and RMSD of top ranked models
generated by the four methods tested. AIDA achieved relatively better performance in
domain assembly compared to the other methods. The main difference between AIDA
and our approach is that AIDA uses an all-atom representation of the protein structure,
whereas SAXSDom uses a united-residue representation. The results also show that
SAXSDom outperforms both SAXSDom-abinitio and Modeller in terms of all metrics
with statistical significance shown by the one-sample paired t-test. Figure 6.4 shows
the performance of SAXSDom with SAXSDom-abinitio, AIDA and Modeller evaluated
on the best of 50 assembled models based on the RMSD, TM-score, and SAXS χ scores.
According to the evaluation, as shown in Figure 6.4(A), the method SAXSDom
outperforms the SAXSDom-abinitio in 50 out of 73 proteins in terms of RMSD and 45
out of 73 proteins in terms of TM-score. Figure 6.4(B) compares the performance
of SAXSDom and AIDA. AIDA was able to assemble domains with slightly better
qualities according to RMSD, while SAXSDom can generate assembled decoys that
were better matched to the SAXS profile. Figure 6.4(C) shows that SAXSDom can
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generate significantly better models with lower SAXS χ scores compared to that of
Modeller. The results of the method comparison evaluated on the top one and best
five assembled models are also shown in Figure S3 and S4.
Figure 6.4: Comparison of SAXSDom with SAXSDom-abinitio, AIDA and Modeller
on the best of 50 assembled models. (A) SAXSDom versus SAXSDom-abinitio (Left
plot: TM scores of SAXSDom models versus TM scores of SAXSDom-abinitio models;
Middle plot: RMSD of the models of the two methods; Right plot: Distribution of χ
scores of all assembled models for 46 proteins by two methods). (B) SAXSDom versus
AIDA. (C) SAXSDom versus Modeller.
In addition to the global statistical performance analysis provided so far, we present
the results for four representative targets as three-dimensional structures (Figure 6.5).
The crystal structure of signal recognition particle receptor from E .coli (PDB code
1FTS) consists of an α-helical domain (residues 1-82) connected to an αβα domain
(residues 92-295) by a of 9-residue linker (Figure 6.5(A)). SAXSDom successfully
placed the domains into the correct orientation using SAXS information, although
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the linker conformation is not correct. The assembled structure agrees well with the
envelope of the protein structure even though the variation of linker region is relatively
large. The agreement of the SAXSDom model with the SAXS data is characterized
by χ =2.8 (Figure 6.6(A)). Figure 6.6(A) shows that the SAXSDom model has
better agreement with the SAXS data than the models from the other methods, both
for P(r) and the scattering curve. The residue-by-residue distance errors between the
experimental structure and the models shows that the accuracy of domain assembly
was improved by incorporating SAXS energies in the SAXSDom compared to ab initio
method SAXSDom-abinitio (Figure 6.6(A)). Figure 6.6(B) shows the predicted
domain assembly for the ErmC’ rRNA methyltransferase (PDB entry 1QAM). The
structure consists of two domains, an N-terminal αβα domain (residues 1-171) and a
C-terminal α domain (residues 176-235). The predicted assembly model has RMSD=
3.0, TMscore=0.81 to the experimental structure, and χ score of 1.6 to the SAXS
profile. The domain linker contains 4 residues and is folded into similar shape as
that in the native structure. Domain assembly for a protein of unknown function
(PDB code 3P02) also achieved good performance, with two β-domains combined
into a native-like orientation (RMSD=3.4, TMscore=0.81 and χ score=1.7, Figure
6.5(C)). In this case, the structure has a rather short linker of only four residues,
which restricts the conformational space needed to be sampled.
Finally, Figure 6.5(D) presents the predicted assembly for a myo-inositol monophos-
phatase (2BJI). The fold consists of a penta-layered αβαβα sandwich, and the linker
connects the last strand of the first β-sheet to the first strand of the second β-sheet.
SAXSDom successfully generated a native-like model with RMSD=2.7, TMscore=0.86
and χ score=0.70.
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Figure 6.5: The predicted assembly models and shape envelops of five two-domain
proteins. The predicted model (colored) and the native structure (green) is super-
imposed. The domain linker (yellow) and domains (purple, red) are highlighted in
the predicted model. (A) The signal recognition particle receptor from E. coli (chain
A of 1FTS), linker length = 9, RMSD=2.8, TMscore=0.88, χ score=2.8. (B) The
rRNA methyltransferase ErmC’ (chain A of 1QAM), linker length = 4, RMSD=2.9,
TMscore=0.81, χ score=1.6. (C) Protein of unknown function from Bacteroides ovatus
(chain A of 3P02), linker length = 4, RMSD=3.4, TMscore=0.81, χ score=1.7. (D)
Myo-inositol monophosphatase (chain A of 2BJI), linker length = 7, RMSD=2.7,
TMscore=0.86, χ score=0.70.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of predicted models for 1FTS by SAXSDom, SAXSDom-
abinitio, AIDA and Modeller. (A) The SAXS profiles calculated from the models
and the experimental structure. (B) The assembled full-length model with quality
measurements. (C) Residue-by-residue distance error between the predicted models
and the experimental structure.
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6.5 Conclusion and Future work
In this work, we developed a data-assisted domain assembly method, SAXSDom,
by integrating the probabilistic approach for backbone conformation sampling with
SAXS-assisted restraints in domain assembly. We evaluated several SAXS-related
score functions for structure modeling, including fitness of SAXS intensities, the
divergence of pair-atom distance distribution, agreement of the radius of gyration, and
the traditional chi score. Our results show that incorporating the restraints from SAXS
data into de novo conformational sampling method can improve the protein domain
assembly. SAXSDom can generate more accurate domain assembly for 40 cases among
46 CASP multidomain proteins in terms of RMSD and TMscore when compared to
modeling without using SAXS information. On the AIDA dataset, SAXSDom also
achieved better accuracy for 50 out of 73 multidomain proteins according to RMSD
metric and 45 out of 73 targets in terms of TMscore. Despite the success of improving
protein domain assembly using SAXS data, our method can still be improved in several
ways: (1) adopting new physical energies derived from full-atom structures such as
van der Waals hard sphere repulsion, residue environment, residue pair, radius of
gyration as introduced in Rosetta [6]; (2) extending the continuous domain assembly
with discontinuous domain assembly for those proteins with inserted domains; and (3)
designing more advanced SAXS scoring functions to guide domain assembly.
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